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Consider a right-invariant sub-Laplacian L on an exponential solvable Lie group
G, endowed with a left-invariant Haar measure. Depending on the structure of G
and possibly also that of L, L may admit differentiable L p-functional calculi, or
may be of holomorphic L p-type for a given p{2, as recent studies of specific classes
of groups G and sub-Laplacians L have revealed. By ‘‘holomorphic L p-type’’ we
mean that every L p-spectral multiplier for L is necessarily holomorphic in a com-
plex neighborhood of some point in the L2-spectrum of L. This can only arise if the
group algebra L1(G) is non-symmetric. In this article we prove that, for large
classes of exponential groups, including all rank one AN-groups, a certain Lie
algebraic condition, which characterizes the non-symmetry of L1(G) [37], also
suffices for L to be of holomorphic L1-type. Moreover, if this condition, which was
first introduced by J. Boidol [6] in a different context, holds for generic points in
the dual g* of the Lie algebra of G, then L is of holomorphic L p-type for every
p{2. Besides the non-symmetry of L1(G), also the closedness of coadjoint orbits
plays a crucial role. We also discuss an example of a higher rank AN-group. This
example and our results in the rank one case suggest that sub-Laplacians on
exponential Lie groups may be of holomorphic L1-type if and only if there exists
a closed coadjoint orbit 0/g* such that the points of 0 satisfy Boidol’s condition.
In the course of the proof of our main results, whose principal strategy is similar
as in [8], we develop various tools which may be of independent interest and
largely apply to more general Lie groups. Some of them are certainly known as
‘‘folklore’’ results. For instance, we study subelliptic estimates on representation
spaces, the relation between spectral multipliers and unitary representations, and
develop some ‘‘holomorphic’’ and ‘‘continuous’’ perturbation theory for images of sub-
Laplacians under ‘‘smoothly varying’’ families of irreducible unitary representations.
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INTRODUCTION
Suppose T is a self-adjoint linear operator on Hilbertian L2-space L2(X, d+),
and denote by T=R * dE* is spectral resolution.
If m is a bounded Borel function on R, then we call m an L p-multiplier
for T (1p<), if m(T ) :=R m(*) dE* extends from L
p & L2(X, d+) to
a bounded operator on L p(X, d+). Mp(T ) will denote the space of all such
L p-multipliers for T. We say that T is of holomorphic L p-type, if there exist
some non-isolated point *0 in the L2-spectrum specL2 T and an open
complex neighborhood 0 of *0 in C, such that every m # Mp(T ) & C(R)
extends holomorphically to 0. Here, C(R) denotes the space of all
continuous functions on R vanishing at infinity.
Let us assume in addition that there exists a linear subspace D of L2(X)
which is T-invariant and dense in L p(X) for every p # [1, [, and that T
coincides with the closure of its restriction to D. Then, if L is of holo-
morphic L p-type, one can show (see Section 8) that the set 0 belongs to
the L p-spectrum specLp T of T, and that specL2 T is a proper subset of
specL p T.
If 2 is the classical Laplacian on Rn, or more generally a left-invariant
Laplacian or sub-Laplacian on a connected Lie group G of polynomial
growth, then it is well-known that 2 admits differentiable Lp-functional
calculi, i.e. there exists k=k(G)<, such that C k0(R)/Mp(2), for 1p
<. Moreover, for these operators multiplier theorems of Marcinkiewicz
MikhlinHo rmander type are known, [1, 7, 13, 17, 20, 28, 3032]. On the
other hand, it is known that LaplaceBeltrami-operators on Riemannian
symmetric spaces of the non-compact type (which do have exponential
volume growth) are of holomorphic L p-type for every p # [1, [, p{2.
Even the maximal domain 0=0p to which the L p-multipliers will extend
holomorphically is known in this case [2, 3, 9, 40].
Let us from now on assume that G is a connected, simply connected Lie
group with Lie algebra g.
Recall that G is said to be exponential, if the exponential mapping
exp: g  G is injective [5]. In this case, G is solvable, and exp: g  G is a
diffeomorphism, whose inverse will be denoted by log. Choose elements
X1 , ..., Xk of g which generate g as a Lie algebra. Identify each X # g with
a right-invariant vector field on G via the left-regular representation, and
form the so-called sub-Laplacian L=&kj=1 X
2
j . By [22, 35] L is hypo-
elliptic and essentially self-adjoint as an operator on L2(G, dg) with domain
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C0 (G); here, dg denotes a left-invariant Haar measure on G. We denote its
closure again by L.
In this article, we shall give sufficient conditions for such an operator to
be of holomorphic L p-type, for a wide class of exponential solvable Lie
groups, including all rank one AN-groups.
Recall that an AN-group G is a semi-direct product of a Euclidean group
A and a nilpotent Lie group N, such that G is exponential. The dimension
of A is called the rank of G. The question whether a given sub-Laplacian
L on a given exponential group G admits a differentiable L p-functional
calculus, or is of holomorphic L p-type, has been answered hitherto only for
a few very special classes of groups, all of them AN-groups, and specific
sub-Laplacians on them [4, 12, 19, 21, 33, 34]. In particular, only one
class of groups was known which admit Laplacians of holomorphic L p-
type, namely ‘‘Boidol’s’’ groups [8], which are semi-direct products of R
with Heisenberg groups.
Before we describe our results, let us point out that the existence of
sub-Laplacians of holomorphic L p-type is related to the non-symmetry of
the group algebra L1(G). In fact, by a result of Hulanicki [23], which
extends to sub-Laplacians, one knows that specL2 L=specL p L for 1p<
, provided L1(G) is symmetric. Thus, in that case L cannot be of holo-
morphic L p-type. We therefore concentrate on groups G whose group
algebra is non-symmetric. The exponential solvable non-symmetric Lie
groups have been completely classified by Poguntke [37] (with previous
contributions by Leptin, Ludwig and Boidol) in terms of a purely Lie-
algebraic condition (B). Let us describe this condition, which had been first
introduced by Boidol in a somewhat different context [6].
If l is an element of the dual space g* of g, denote by g(l) :=ker ad*(l)
=[X # g : l([X, Y])=0 \Y # g] the stabilizer of l under the coadjoint
action ad*. Moreover, if m is any Lie algebra, denote by m=m1#m2
# } } } the descending central series of m, i.e. m2=[m, m], and mk+1=
[m, mk]. Put m=k mk. m is the smallest ideal k in m such that mk
is nilpotent. Put m(l) :=g(l)+[g, g]. Then Boidol’s condition is as
follows:
There exists some l # g*, such that
l|m(l) {0. (B)
As for L1-multipliers, we then have the following
Theorem 1. Let G=exp g be an exponential solvable Lie group and L
a sub-Laplacian on G. Assume there exists some l # g* satisfying condition
(B), and in addition that m(l)=g. Then L is of holomorphic L1-type.
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The question of L p-multipliers for p{1, 2 turns out to be considerably
harder. In that case, we have to require that (B) holds on some open set.
Theorem 2. Let G and L be as in Theorem 1. Assume there exists a non-
empty open subset U in g* such that every l # U satisfies condition (B) as
well as m(l)=g. Then G is unimodular, and L is of holomorphic L p-type for
1<p<, p{2.
Remarks. (1) Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, G is not necessarily
unimodular. An example is provided by the direct product G=B_S,
where B is Boidol’s group and S the ax+b-group. It would be interesting
to study L p-multipliers for this group, since Theorem 2 does not apply.
(2) In Section 7.6.2, we shall define so-called ‘‘elements l # g* in
general position’’, which form a Zariski-open subset of g*. By Lemma 7.9,
it suffices in fact to find one element l0 # g* in general position satisfying
l|m(l) {0 and m(l)=g in order to verify the hypotheses of Theorem 2.
(3) The condition m(l)=g ensures that the coadjoint orbit 0l=
Ad*(G) l of l is closed in g* (see Lemma 7.2). This, in return, has an
important representation theoretic consequence.
If ?l denotes the irreducible unitary representation associates to l via the
Kirillov-mapping (see Section 7), then ?l (L) is a self-adjoint operator with
discrete spectrum, which allows us to apply perturbation theory in Section 5.
Example 2 in Section 4.7 shows that there exist AN-groups with non-
symmetric group algebra, which nevertheless do admit Laplacians with
a differentiable L p-functional calculus. In this example, the orbits 0l
associated to those l # g* satisfying (B) are, however, non-closed. Thus,
closedness of the orbits 0l for l satisfying (B) seems to be an important
additional condition for general exponential groups.
We should like to point out that the proofs of our main theorems make
use of deep results from the representation theory of exponential Lie
groups. On the other hand, we believe that the subject and results of the
paper may be of interest also to specialists in other branches of harmonic
analysis, who are not experts in representation theory. We have therefore
chosen to discuss the representation theory and the proof of Theorem 1 in
Section 3 and Section 4 for rank one AN-groups separately, which are
easier to treat.
Since most of the main ideas and techniques come up already in this
case, we felt this presentation justified. The Sections 3 and 4 should be
accessible to readers with only a basic knowledge of Lie- and representa-
tion theory.
The article is organized as follows: In Section 1, we introduce some basic
notions of Lie theory. An important result in this paragraph is Proposi-
tion 1.2, which provides subelliptic estimates for images of self-adjoint,
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hypoelliptic right-invariant partial differential operators on a Lie group
under unitary representations. In Section 2 we collect some well-known
facts and estimates for the heat kernels associated to a sub-Laplacian L
on a Lie group. In particular, we use heat kernels in order to show that
functional calculus for L and unitary representations commute (Proposi-
tion 2.1), at least for amenable groups. This is surely a ‘‘folklore’’ result, but
we are not aware of any explicit reference. As mentioned before, Section 3
and Section 4 contain a discussion of the AN-group case. In particular,
with Remark 4.6, we conclude the proof of Theorem 1, also for the case of
general exponential groups. Some ‘‘continuous’’ perturbation theory, which
is basic for the proof of Theorem 2, is being developed in Section 5, and
Section 6 contains the proof of Theorem 2, ‘‘modulo’’ a variety of facts from
the representation theory of exponential Lie groups. These are provided in
the ‘‘Appendix’’ Section 7. This paragraph can be considered as a survey of
some of the main results of this theory. Moreover, we state and prove those
results which are needed in the preceding paragraphs and which seem to be
new. The notions and notation introduced here are also applied in the
preceding paragraphs and are adapted to those used for the AN-group case
in Sections 3, 4. The second appendix, Section 8, provides proofs of the
statements about operators of holomorphic L p-type mentioned at the
beginning of the introduction.
We should finally like to mention that the principal strategy of our proof
is the same as in [8]. However, the proofs in that article did rely on a very
detailed analysis of the operators ?l(L), bases on their explicit form. Such
an approach is hopeless in our general context, and so the main problem
was to provide more general, conceptual approaches, which work in a
much broader setting.
1. SUBELLIPTIC ESTIMATES ON LIE GROUPS AND
REPRESENTATION SPACES
Let us begin by introducing some basic notation and recalling some
well-known facts about unitary representations of Lie groups and their
enveloping algebras (see e.g. [41] for details).
Assume that G is a Lie group with Lie algebra g, and fix a left-invariant
Haar measure dg on G. If ?: G  U(H) is a unitary representation of G on
the Hilbert space H=H? , then we denote the integrated representation of
L1(G)=L1(G, dg) again by ?, i.e. ?( f ) ! :=G f (g) ?(g) ! dg for every
f # L1(G). For X # g, we denote by d?(X) the infinitesimal generator of the
one parameter group of unitary operators t [ ?(exp tX ). By X r (respec-
tively Xl) we denote the right- (respectively left-)invariant vector field
on G, given by
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X rf (g) :=lim
t  0
1
t
[ f ((exp tX ) g)& f (g)],
Xlf (g) :=lim
t  0
1
t
[ f (g(exp tX ))& f (g)].
For a given function f on G, we write
[*(g) f ](x) :=f (g&1x), [*(g) f ](x) :=f (xg), g, x # G,
for the left-regular respectively right-regular action of G. Then *, acting on
L2(G), is a unitary representation, whereas * not, unless G is unimodular.
In particular, we have
X r=&d*(X ) (1.1)
and
?(X r.)=&d?(X ) ?(.) (1.2)
for every X # g, . # D(G) :=C 0 (G) and every unitary representation ?
of G.
Convention. In the sequel, we shall frequently identify X # g with the
right-invariant vector field &X r=d*(X ), since d* (as d? for any unitary
representation ?) is a morphism of Lie algebras. One should notice that
d*(X ) agrees with &X at the identity e of G, not with X. Then (1.2) reads
simply
?(X.)=d?(X) ?(.). (1.3)
d? extends from g to a representation ? of the universal enveloping
algebra u(g) of g on the space C(?) of all C-vectors for ?. Extending the
convention above, we shall often identify A # u(g) with the right-invariant
differential operator *(A) on G. Notice that *(u(g)) consists of all right-
invariant complex coefficient differential operators on G.
Denote by A [ tA (respectively A [ A*) the unique linear (respectively
conjugate linear) anti isomorphism of u(g) which extends the map
X [ &X. Then, for X, Y # g and .,  # D(G), we have
|
G
(d*(X ) .)(g) (g) dg=&|
G
.(g)(d*(X ) )(g) dg,
which implies that
*( tA)= t*(A), *(A*)=*(A)*, (1.4)
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where tP respectively P* denote the formal transposed respectively adjoint
of a partial differential operator P on G. More generally, one has
?(A)*=?(A*)
for every unitary representation ? of G.
?(k) can even be defined for every compactly supported distribution
k # E$(G), by putting
(?(k) !, ’) :=(k, (?( } ) !, ’)),
for ! # C(?), ’ # H? . Then
?(k): C(?)  C(?) \k # E$(G). (1.5)
Let $g denote the point measure at g # G, and put $ :=$e . For every . #
D(G), we have .=$ V ., hence for any right-invariant partial differential
operator B on G,
B.=(B$) V ..
For A # u(g), put kA :=A$ :=*(A) $. Then
A.=kA V ., (1.6)
if we again identify A with *(A). Moreover, kAB=kA V kB . From (1.3),
we also get ?(A.)=?(A) ?(.), which implies that
?(A)=?(kA). (1.7)
Denote by H sloc(G) the local Sobolev space of order s on G. The following
proposition is proved in [18]:
Proposition 1.1. Suppose that L=L* # u(g) is hypoelliptic in the following
sense: There exists some =>0, such that
Lu # H sloc(G) O u # H
s+=
loc (G) (\s # R). (HE)
Then
(i) ?(L) is essentially self-adjoint, i.e. ?(L)*=?(L) is self-adjoint.
(ii) If T=?(L), and if D(T ) :=n # N D(T n), where D(T n) denotes
the domain of T n, then D(T )=C(?).
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Proposition 1.2. Let L=L* # u(g) be hypoelliptic as in Proposition 1.1.
Then, for every A # u(g), there exist constants N # N and C>0, such that
&?(A) .&C(&?(L)N .&+&.&) (1.8)
for every unitary representation ? of G and every . # C(?).
Proof. Let N # N. Since (LN)*=LN is hypoelliptic, there exists a local
fundamental solution E # D$(U) of LN on a neighborhood U of e in G, i.e.
LNE=$ in U
(see [42, Theorems 52.1 and 52.2]).
Choose / # D(U), /#1 near e, and put K :=/E, considered as a distri-
bution on G. Then
LNK=$&R, (1.9)
where R # D(G), since E # C(G"[e]), by the hypoellipticity of LN.
If n :=dim G, then $&R # H &nloc (G), hence, by iterated application of
(HE), we have
K # H &n+N=loc (G). (1.10)
Let now A # u(g). For . # D(G), by (1.6) we have A.=(A$) V ..
We also define a left-invariant operator Al by Al. :=. V (A$). Then,
by (1.9),
LN(AlK)=Al(LNK)=Al$&AlR
=A$&AlR.
Taking adjoints, this yields
(AlK)* V (LN$)=A*$&(AlR)*, (1.11)
where for f # L1(G) the function f * is defined as in the next paragraph.
Since K has compact support, it follows from (1.10) that AlK # L1(G),
provided N is chosen sufficiently large, what we shall assume. Then also
(AlK)* and (AlR)* lie in L1(G) and have compact supports, so that B1 :=
?((AlK)*) and B2 :=?((AlR)*) # B(H), with &B1&&AlK&1 , &B2&
&AlR&1 . For . # C(?), this implies
&?(A*) .&&AlK&1 &?(LN) .&+&AlR&1 &.&.
Replacing A by A*, we obtain (1.8). Q.E.D
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Remark. In the sequel, to simplify the notation, we shall often denote
by ?(L) also the closure ?(L) of this operator, whenever it is evident
from the context that we are dealing with the closure.
2. HEAT KERNELS AND FUNCTIONAL CALCULUS
Define the modular function 2 on G by
|
G
f (xg) dx=2(g)&1 |
G
f (x) dx. (2.1)
Then
d rg :=2(g)&1 dg
is a right-invariant Haar measure on G, and
| f (g&1) d rg=| f (g) dg;
hence
| f (g&1) 2&1(g) dg=| f (g) dg.
We put
f8 (g) :=f (g&1),
f *(g) :=2&1(g) f (g&1).
Then f [ f * is an isometric involution on L1(G), and for any unitary
representation ? of G, we have
?( f )*=?( f *). (2.2)
Let now X1 , ..., Xk # g generate g, and put
L :=& :
k
j=1
X 2j # u(g).
Then
*(L)=& :
k
j=1
(X rj )
2
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is a sub-Laplacian on G, which we again denote by L, according to the
above convention. Then L= tL=L* is hypoelliptic and generates a heat
semigroup on L2(G, dg). For t>0, it is given by a smooth Schwartz kernel
Pt(x, y), i.e.
e&tLf (x)=| Pt(x, y) f ( y) dy,
where e&tL1=1, i.e.
| Pt(x, y) dy=1 \x # G. (2.3)
By right-invariance of L, we have for every x, z # G
| Pt(xz, y) f ( y) dy=| Pt(x, y) f ( yz) dy,
hence, by (2.1),
| Pt(xz, y) f ( y) dy=2(z)&1 | Pt(x, yz&1) f ( y) dy,
i.e.
Pt(xz, y)=2(z)&1 Pt(x, yz&1) \x, y, z # G. (2.4)
Replacing x by xy&1 and putting z= y, we obtain in particular
Pt(x, y)= pt(xy&1) 2( y)&1, (2.5)
where
pt(x) :=Pt(x, e).
This shows that e&tL is a convolution operator:
e&tLf =pt V f. (2.6)
Since e&tL1=1, we see that
| pt( y) dy=1,
i.e. the [ pt] t>0 form a 1-parameter semigroup of smooth probability
measures pt # L1(G).
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If ? is a unitary representation of G, then
e&t?(L)!=?( pt) ! \! # H? , (2.7)
as can be seen on a formal level by differentiation with respect to t.
To give a rigorous argument, observe that by [16, Proposition 3], one
knows that t&1( pt&$) tends in D$(G) towards some dissipative distribu-
tion T, as t  0. And, if .1 , .2 # D(G), then
t&1(pt&$, .1 V .2) =t&1(pt V . 2&. 2 , .1)=t&1(e&tL. 2&. 2 , . 1)
 ( &L. 2 , . 1) =( &L$, .1 V .2) as t  0,
since . 2 # D(L). Thus T=&L$. Moreover, in the notation of [16], ?1(T )
=&?(L). Then, by [16, Section 12, The ore me], &?(L)=?1(T ) is the
infinitesimal generator of the semigroup [?( pt)], which proves (2.7).
For any bounded continuous functions m # Cb([0, ]), we define the
operator m(L) # B(L2(G)) by
m(L) :=|

0
m(*) dE* ,
if L=0 * dE* denotes the spectral resolution of L.
The following proposition can be proved similarly as Proposition 1.1
in [29].
Proposition 2.1. Assume that G is amenable. If m # C([0, [), then
m(L) is contained in the C*-algebra C*(G) of G. Moreover, if ? is any
unitary representation of ?, and if ? also denotes its unique extension to
C*(G), then
?(m(L))=m(?(L)).
Proof. For . # C0(]0, [), denote by
.~ (*)=|

0
.(t) e&*t dt, *0,
its Laplace-transform, and let W :=[.~ : . # C0(] 0, [)]. By well-known
properties of the Laplace-transform and the StoneWeierstra? theorem,
W is dense in C([0, [).
Now, for . # C0(]0, [), we have
.~ (L)=|

0
.(t) e&tL dt,
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hence
.~ (L) f=|

0
.(t) pt V f dt
=K.~ V f, \f # C0(G),
where
K.~ :=|

0
.(t) pt dt # L1(G).
Thus ?(K.~ ) is well-defined, and for ! # H? , by (2.7) we have
?(K.~ ) !=|

0
.(t) ?( pt) ! dt
=|

0
.(t) e&t?(L)! dt,
i.e.
?(.~ (L))=?(K.~ )=.~ (?(L)) \.~ # W. (2.8)
If m # C([0, [) is arbitrary, we may choose a sequence [mj] j in W
converging uniformly towards m. Then mj (L)  m(L) in B(L2(G)), which
shows that m(L) # C*(G), and by (2.8)
?(m(L)) := lim
j  
?(mj (L))= lim
j  
mj (?(L))
= m(?(L)). Q.E.D
Remark. Since in the proof ?(mj (L))=?(Kmj), with Kmj # L
1(G), it
follows also from the method of transference of Coifman and Weiss [10]
that &?(mj (L))&&mj (L)&, from where the existence of ?(m(L)) as limit of
the ?(mj (L)) can be deduced too.
Corollary 2.2. If G is amenable and ? a unitary representation of G on
H=H? , then specH ?(L)/specL2(G) L.
In particular, if G is exponential solvable, then specL2(G) L=[0, [.
Proof. Denote by *(L) and *(?(L)) the resolvent sets of L and ?(L),
respectively. Then, for every / # C0(C) supported in *(L), we have by
Proposition 2.1 that /(?(L))=?(/(L))=0 (notice here that, since ?(L)
is non-negative, specH ?(L)/[0, [, so that it suffices to replace / by its
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restriction to [0, [). Thus, the spectral measure of ?(L) is supported in
the spectrum of L on L2(G), i.e. specH ?(L)/specL2(G) L.
Now, if G is exponential, choose an ideal h in g of codimension 1, and
put H :=exp h. Let ? be the left-regular representation of G on L2(GH).
Then &?(L) is a Laplacian on GH$R, hence [0, [=spec ?(L)/
spec L. Q.E.D
We shall also need an estimate for the heat kernel p1 . Denote by *=*r
the CarnotCarathe odory distance associated to the Ho rmander system of
vector fields Xr=[X r1 , ..., X
r
k] on G, defined as follows:
Let A=AX r denote the set of all absolutely continuous paths #: [0, 1]  G
satisfying #* (t)=ki=1 ai (t) X
r
i(#(t)) for a.e. t # [0, 1]. Put
|#| :=|
1
0 \ :
k
i=1
ai (t)2+
12
dt,
and for x, y # G
*(x, y) :=inf[ |#|: # # A, #(0)=x, #(1)= y].
We also write *(x) :=*(x, e).
First, two auxiliary lemmas upon which we do not claim authorship.
Lemma 2.3. \ is symmetric, i.e. \(x)=\(x&1) for every x # G.
Proof. Since the metric \ is left-invariant, we have
\( y&1x, e)=\(x, y)=\( y, x)=\(x&1y, e),
for arbitrary x, y # G. Q.E.D
Lemma 2.4. Let 2 denote the modular function of G (or, more generally,
any smooth homomorphism from G into R+). Then there exist constants C,
}>0, such that
2(x), 2(x&1)Ce}*(x) \x # G.
Proof. One notices first that
(X rj 2)(x)=lim
t  0
2((exp tX j) x)&2(x)
t
=; j 2(x),
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where ;j=ddt| t=0 2(exp tXj). Now, let # # AX r with #(0)=e, #(1)=x and
#* (t)=ki=1 ai (t) X
r
i(#(t)). Then
d
dt
(2 b #)(t)=:
i
a i (t)(X ri 2)(#(t))=\:i ;i ai (t)+ (2 b #)(t),
hence
2 b #(t)=e
t
0 ( i ;i ai (s)) ds.
In particular
2(x)e |;| 
1
0 ( i ai
2(s))12 ds=e |;| |#|,
where |;| :=(i ;2i )
12. This implies 2(x)e |;| | *(x), and the lemma then
follows from the previous lemma. Q.E.D
The following result follows from [43]:
Theorem 2.5. There exist constants C, c>0, such that
p1(x)Ce&*(x)
2c \x # G. (2.9)
Proof. In fact, one just has to translate the results in [43] from the
left-invariant setting considered in this book to the right-invariant setting
of our article.
Let Ll denote the left-invariant operator on L2(G, d rg), given by Ll=
&kj=1 (X
l
j )
2. Then,
(e&tLlf )(x)=|
G
rt(x, y) f ( y) d ry, f # C 0 (G).
Moreover, let m denote the modular function of [43], i.e.
| f (gx) d rx=m(g) | f (x) d rx.
Then m=2. The following estimate for rt follows from [43, Theorems
VIII.2.4, VIII.4.3, IX. 1.2]:
r1(x, y)C2(xy)12 e&*
2
l (x, y)c \x, y # G, (2.10)
where *l denotes the CarnotCarathe odory distance associated to the
system of left-invariant vector fields Xl :=[X l1 , ..., X
l
k]. Now, one easily
checks the following facts:
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v X lj f8 =&(X
r
j f )
6, hence Lrf =(Llf8 )6;
v e&tLrf =(e&tLlf8 )6, hence
| Pt(x, y) f ( y) d ly=| rt(x&1, y) f ( y&1) d ry,
which implies
Pt(x, y)=rt(x&1, y&1).
v In particular, we obtain pt(x)=rt(x&1, e), hence by (2.11),
p1(x)C2(x)&12 e&*l(x
&1, e)2c.
v If #r # AX r , then #l(t) :=(#r(t))&1 lies in AXl and vice versa, so that
*r(x, y)=*l(x&1, y&1).
v Thus, by (2.9),
p1(x)C2(x)&12 e&*(x)
2c.
Estimating 2(x)&12 by Lemma 2.4, one obtains (2.10). Q.E.D
3. REPRESENTATIONS OF RANK ONE AN-GROUPS
Now suppose that G is a semi-direct product
G=R _ N,
where N=expN n is a nilpotent Lie group of dimension r, g=RTn, and
where ad T leaves n invariant and has no non-trivial purely imaginary
eigenvalues, also called roots. We choose coordinates (t, n) # R_n for G, so
that (t, n) corresponds to exp tT exp n # G. The group law in G is then
(t1 , n1) } (t2 , n2)=(t1+t2 , n t21 n2),
where nt :=e&t ad Tn, and where the product in N is given by the Baker
CampbellHausdorff formula. Moreover, the Lebesgue measure dt dn on
R_n is a left-invariant Haar measure.
For the sake of simplicity, we shall here assume that all roots are real.
For any root : of ad T, denote by
n:=[n # n : (ad T&:)r n=0]
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the generalized eigenspace associated to :. Then
n= 
: # 4
n: , (3.1)
and
[n: , n;]/n:+; \:, ; # 4, (3.2)
where 4 denotes the set of all roots.
For l # g*, denote by Bl the skew-form Bl(X, Y ) :=l([X, Y]), X, Y # g,
and by g(l) its radical. Put m(l) :=g(l)+[g, g], and let m(l)=
j=1 m(l)
j be the ‘‘bottom’’ of the descending central series, as explained
in the introduction.
Observe that m(l) is the smallest ideal a in m(l) such that m(l)a is
nilpotent, and that the representation ?l # G associated to l via the
Kirillov map (as will be described later) is induced from an irreducible
representation of the normal subgroup M(l) :=expG m(l). The latter state-
ment follows for instance easily from Mackey’s theory.
According to [37], L1(G) is a non-symmetric involutive Banach algebra
if and only if there exists some l # g* satisfying Boidol ’s condition
l|m(l) {0 (B)
(this is true for arbitrary exponential Lie groups). Notice that (B) depends
in fact only on l0 :=l|n . We shall therefore sometimes speak of ‘‘(B)
holding for l0 ’’. Now, if (B) holds for g=RTn, then g(l) cannot be
contained in n. Thus, replacing T by T+X for some suitable X # n, if
necessary, we may assume w.r. that T # g(l).
Lemma 3.1. Assume w.r. that T # g(l), and put mI :=:{0 n: . Then
m(l)=mI+[mI , mI], and condition (B) is equivalent to
l0 |[n: , n&:] {0 for some :{0, (3.3)
where l0 :=l|n .
Proof. Put h :=mI+[mI , mI]. Since [T, n:]=n: for :{0, we clearly
have
RT+h/m(l),
and consequently h/m(l).
Inversely, [g, g]/h+nT , where nT :=RT+n0 is a nilpotent subalgebra,
and one easily sees by induction that g j+1/h+n jT for every j1.
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Consequently, g/h, hence m(l)=h. But, l|n:=0 for :{0, since
T # g(l) and [T, n:]=n: . Since
m(l)= :
:{0
n:+ :
:{0
[n: , n&:],
the equivalence of (B) to (3.3) becomes evident. Q.E.D
Suppose now that l # g* is as in Lemma 3.1, and write l=({, l0), with
{=l(T ) # R, l0=l| n # n*. Denote by ?{, l0 the irreducible unitary represen-
tation associated by l via DixmierKirillovPukanszky-theory [11, 38]. It
can be constructed as follows:
We choose an ad T-invariant polarization p0 /n of l0 , i.e. a subalgebra
p0 of n of maximal dimension 12(dim n+dim n(l0)) such that l0([p0 , p0])
=0. Such a polarization always exists; for instance, one can choose a
Vergne-polarization [5]. Denote by ?l0 :=ind
N
P0 /l0 the representation
induced from the character /l0( p) :=e
il0( p) of the subgroup P0=p0 (notice
that expN=id for us) to N. Its representation space Hl0 consists of all
measurable functions !: N  C satisfying the covariance condition
!(np)=e&il0( p)!(n) \n # N, p # P0 ,
and is endowed with the norm
&!&2 :=\|NP0 |!(n)|2 dn* +
12
,
where dn* is an N-left-invariant measure on NP0 such that
|
N
f (n) dn=|
NP0 \|P0 f (np) dp+ dn* (3.4)
for every f # L1(N). Here, dp denotes the Lebesgue measure on P0 .
?l0 acts on ! # Hl0 by left-translations:
[?l0(n) !](n$) :=!(n
&1n$), n, n$ # N.
Now, for t # R, ! # Hl0 ,
|
NP0
|!(nt)|2 dn* =e$t |
NP0
|!(n)|2 dn* , (3.5)
where
$ :=tr(adnp0 T ). (3.6)
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Here, adnp0 T: np0  np0 denotes the endomorphism of np0 through
which ad T factors. This follows easily form (3.4). ?{, l0 is now obtained by
extension of ?l0 as follows: For ! # Hl0 ,
[?{, l0(t, 0) !](u)=e
i{t&(12) $t!(ut),
and, more generally,
[?{, l0(t, n) !](u)=[?{, l0(t, 0) ?{, l0(0, n) !](u)
=[?{, l0(t, 0)(?l0(n)) !](u)=e
(i{&$2) t[?l0(n) !](u
t),
i.e.
[?{, l0(t, n) !](u)=e
(i{&$2) t[?l0(n) !](u
t)
=e(i{&$2) t!(n&1ut), ! # Hl0 . (3.7)
By (3.5) ?{, l0 is unitary, and ?{, l0 is irreducible, since ?l0 is.
As will be shown in Section 7.2 in an even broader context, one can
always realize ?{, l0 , in a natural way on some L
2-space L2(R&), by passing
to an equivalent representation. Henceforth, we shall assume that H{, l0=
L2(R&). Then one also has that C (?{, l0)=S(R
&) (see Section 7.2).
Obviously, in (3.7), one may even choose { # C, and still gets a represen-
tation, which, however, will not be unitary unless { is real. We have the
following extension of Lemma 1 in [8], which is a special case of Lemma
7.4 in the Appendix.
Lemma 3.2. There exists some =>0 and a Schwartz-norm & }&(=) on S(R&),
such that for any { # C satisfying |Im {|=, we have
|(?{, l0(g)!, ’) |&!&(=) &’&(=) \g # G, !, ’ # S(R
&).
Proof. We shall here prove the lemma under the simplifying assump-
tion that ${0; for the general case, we refer to Lemma 7.4. We have
|(?{, l0(t, n) !, ’) |e
&(Im {&($2)) t |
NP0
|!(n&1ut)| |’(u)| du
=e(&Im {+($2)) t |
NP0
|!(n&1u)| |’(u&t)| du
=e(&Im {+($2)) t |
NP0
|!(u)| |’((nu)&t)| du,
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by (3.5). From the second and third expression, one gets
|(?{, l0(t, n) !, ’) |
min(e(&Im {&($2)) t &!& &’&1 , e(&Im {+($2)) t &!&1 &’&).
The lemma follows. Q.E.D
In the sequel, we shall often write
{=*+i_, *, _ # R.
Observe that
d?{, l0(T )=&_+d?*, l0(T ),
(3.8)
d?{, l0(Y)=d?l0(Y ) \Y # n.
4. L1-MULTIPLIERS FOR SUB-LAPLACIANS ON
RANK ONE AN-GROUPS
Suppose that X1 , ..., Xk # g generate g as a Lie algebra, and put
L=&kj=1 X
2
j . To simplify the notation, we shall often write ? instead
of ? .
Write Xj=ajT+Yj , with aj # R, Yj # n.
Then, by (3.8), for any * # R and z # C,
?*+z, l0(L)=& :
k
j=1
(&iajz+?*, l0(Xj))
2
=?*, l0(L)+2iz :
k
j=1
a j?*, l0(Xj)+z
2 :
k
j=1
a2j . (4.1)
Lemma 4.1. If ! lies in the domain D(?*, l0(L)) of ?*, l0(L), then it is
contained in the domain of ?*, l0(Xj), and
&?*, l0(Xj) !&&?*, l0(L) !&+&!&,
for j=1, ..., k.
In particular, z [ ?*+z, l0(L) is an analytic family of type (A) in the sense
of Kato (see [24, p. 377]), with common domain Hlo , where
Hlo=D(?*, l0(L)) for every * # R.
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Proof. Write ?=?*, l0 . Then, if ! # C
(?),
&?(Xj) !&2=(&?(Xj)2 !, !) (&?(L) !, !)
 12 &?(L) !&
2+ 12 &!&
2.
If ! is an arbitrary element of D(?(L)), then there exists a sequence [!n]
in C(?) such that !n  ! and ?(L) !n  ?(L) ! as n  . By the
inequality above, also the sequence [?(Xj) !n] has a limit ?(Xj) !, hence
! # D(?(Xj)). The desired inequality for ! now follows by passing to the
limit in the estimate above, applied to the !n ’s. Q.E.D
Assume now again that ?l is realized on L2(R&).
Lemma 4.2. For any { # C, each eigenfunction . # Hl0 /L
2(R&) of ?{, l0(L)
lies in S(R&).
Proof. We observe that Proposition 1.2 remains valid for ?=?{, l0 , if
{=*+i_ is complex. In fact, the L1-functions AlK and AlR appearing in
its proof have compact support, so that, in view of the fact that
?{, l0(t, n)=e
&_t?*, l0(t, n), (4.2)
still ?{, l0((A
lK)*) and ?{, l0((A
lR)*) are bounded operators on L2(R&).
Thus, if A is any element of u(g), then there are constants C and N, such
that
&?{, l0(A) !&C(&?{, l0(L)
N !&+&!&),
first for ! # C(?{, l0), and then, by passing to limits in a similar way as in
the preceding proof, also for arbitrary ! in the domain of ?{, l0(L)
N.
Now, if . # Hl0 , then ?{, l0(L)(.)=*., hence the inequality above
implies
&?{, l0(A) .&C(1+|*|
N) &.&.
Since ?{, l0 |N={l0 , this implies &?l0(A) .&< for every A # u(n), hence
. # C(?l0) (see [41, Proposition 2.5]).
But, ?l0(u(n)) is the full Weyl-algebra W
& of all polynomial coefficient
differential operators on R&, since ?l0 is irreducible, and consequently
C(?l0)=S(R
&) (see [11, Theorem 4.1.1]). Q.E.D
Theorem 4.3. Let L be a sub-Laplacian on an exponential solvable Lie
group G=exp g, and let l # g*. Denote by 0l=Ad*(G) l the associated
coadjoint orbit, and by ?l # G the representation associated to l by the
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KirillovPukanszky theory. If 0l is closed in g*, then ?l(L) has a compact
resolvent, and hence a discrete spectrum.
Proof. If 0l is closed, then ?l( f ) is compact for every function
f # L1(G) (see Section 7, Theorem 7.3).
Now, for Re :>0,
F: :=|

0
e&:tpt dt # L1(G),
hence ?l(F:) is a compact operator which inverts ?l(L+:)=?l(L)+:.
Q.E.D
We specialize again to our AN group G:
Lemma 4.4. Suppose (B) holds for l0 # n*. Then, for every { # R, the
following holds true: 0({, l0) is closed, hence ?{, l0(L) has a compact resolvent.
Moreover, the lowest eigenvalue *({) of ?{, l0(L) tends to infinity as |{|  .
Proof. We may again assume that T # g(l), l=({, l0). Then g(l)=
RT+n(l0), hence 0l=Ad*(N) l is an orbit under a unipotent action; such
orbits are closed (see [5, 38]; also Section 7).
Moreover, by the continuity of the Kirillov-map l [ ?l (see Section 7)
and the ‘‘RiemannLebesgue-Lemma’’ for C*-algebras [14], for any f #
L1(G)
&?l( f )&  0 as l tends to infinity. (4.3)
In particular, &?{, l0( p1)&  0 as |{|  . But
?{, l0( p1)=?{, l0(e
&L)=e&?{, l0(L),
hence &?{, l0( p1)&=e
&*({)  0. Consequently, *({)   as |{|  . Q.E.D
We can now prove
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that (B) holds for some l0 # n*, or, equivalently,
that (3.3) holds true. Then L is of holomorphic L1-type.
Proof. Let *({) denote the smallest eigenvalue of ?{, l0(L), { # R. By
Kato’s perturbation theory and Rellich’s Theorem [24, 39, Theorem XII.13]
* is in fact holomorphic.
Thus, given {0 # R, we fix some complex neighborhood T of {0 , such
that * extends holomorphically to T. Moreover, by modifying {0 slightly,
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if necessary, we may find a holomorphic mapping { [ .{ # L2(R&)=H?{, l0
on T such that .{ # S(R&) and ?{, l0(L) .{=*({) .{ {0 for every { # T.
In fact, the proof of Lemma 4.2 even shows that { [ .{ is continuous from
T to S(R&), since, for A # u(n), one has ?{, l0(A)=?l0(A).
Fix any  # S(R&) such that (, .{0){0. Shrinking T, if necessary, we
may assume that (, .{) {0 for { # T. Given any function f # L1(G), put
8f ({) :=(?{, l0( f ) , .{) , { # T.
Fix F # C 0 (G) such that 8F ({0){0. By shrinking T again, if necessary, we
may assume 8F ({){0 for every { # T.
Now suppose m # M1(L) & C(R). Then m(L) F # L1(G) and, even
stronger, by Wendel’s theorem [44], there exists a bounded measure Km #
M1(G) such that m(L) F=Km V F. For { # T & R, we then have
8m(L) F ({)=(?{, l0(Km) ?{, l0(F ) , .{)
=(?{, l0(m(L)) ?{, l0(F ) , .{)
=(m(?{, l0(L)) ?{, l0(F ) , .{)
=(?{, l0(F ) , m (?{, l0(L)) .{)
=m(*({)) 8F ({).
And, if T is sufficiently small, then both 8F ({) and 8m(L) F ({) become
holomorphic functions of { # T, by the remarks above on { [ .{ and
Lemma 3.2. Thus, the continuous function { [ m(*({)) on T & R has a
holomorphic extension to T, given by 8m(L) F8F .
Moreover, by Lemma 4.4, * cannot be constant, hence in any neighbor-
hood of {0 we can find a {1 # R such that *$({1){0. Replacing {0 by {1 and
shrinking T again, if necessary, we see that * maps T bi-holomorphically to
an open complex neighborhood 0 of *({0) # R+, on which m is holomorphic.
Q.E.D
Remark 4.6. Given Lemma 7.4. in the Appendix, the proof of Theorem
4.5 carries over to a proof of Theorem 1, almost word by word. In fact, if
we fix any non-trivial _ # K= in Lemma 7.4, then we may complexify ?{, l0
for { in the direction of _, and Lemma 4.1, 4.2 and 4.4 extend in the
obvious way.
4.7. Examples.
Example 1. Let g be spanned by the basis T, X1 , U1 , V1 , X2 , U2 , V2 ,
W, such that the non-trivial brackets are given by
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[X1 , U1]=V1 , [X1 , V1]=W,
[X2 , U2]=V2 , [X2 , V2]=W,
[T, X1]=X1 , [T, U1]=&2U1 , [T, V1]=&V1 ,
[T, X2]=&X2 , [T, U2]=2U2 , [T, V2]=V2 .
Let l # g* be such that l(W){0, l(Xj)=l(Uj)=0. Then l admits only one
polarization p(l), namely the linear span p(l)=span(T, U1 , U2 , V1 , V2 ,
W) , and gp(l)$span(X1 , X2). This shows that $=tr(adgp(l) T ) in (3.6)
may be zero, even though l satisfies (B).
Example 2. Consider the rank two Iwasawa AN-group G of SL(3, R)
consisting of all upper triangular 3_3-matrices with determinant one. Then
g admits a basis H1 , H2 , X, Y, U, where H1 , H2 span the Lie algebra of
A and X, Y, U the Lie algebra of N, such that the non-trivial brackets are
given by
[H1 , X]=2X, [H1 , Y]=&Y, [H1 , U]=U,
[H2 , X]=&X, [H2 , Y]=2Y, [H2 , U]=U
[X, Y]=U.
By [12], there exists a distinguished Laplacian on G which admits differen-
tiable L p-functional calculi for 1p<. On the other hand, G is non-
symmetric. This observation seems to go back to D. Poguntke.
In fact, if we write l=({1 , {2 , !, ’, +) # g*, then for generic l, i.e. if +{0,
one computes that
g(l)=R \H1&H2+3 ’+ X+3
!
+
Y&3
!’
+2
U+ ,
hence m(l) = g ( l ) + [ g, g ] = span( T, X, Y, U ) =: m, where T :=
13(H1&H2). The brackets in m are given by [T, X]=X, [T, Y]=&Y,
[X, Y]=U, so that m is just Boidol’s algebra studied in [8]. In particular,
m=span(X, Y, U) , hence Boidol’s condition (B) is satisfies for generic
l # g*.
On the other hand, since the generic orbits are 4-dimensional, they are
parametrized by l # U :=[({1 , {2 , 0, 0, +): {1 , {2 , + # R, +{0]. If, say
+=1, i.e. l({1 , {2 , 0, 0, 1), one finds that the orbit is of the form
Ad*(G) l=[({1&{2+v+.(*) xy, v, y, x, *) : x, y, v, * # R, *>0],
where . is a real-analytic function on R+. We thus see that the generic
orbits are non-closed.
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This example shows that, besides condition (B), the closedness of orbits
for which (B) holds seems to be an additional important condition for sub-
Laplacians to be of holomorphic L p-type. Notice, that our proofs for the
main theorems of this article make use of the closedness of the coadjoint
orbits in an essential way.
5. SOME PERTURBATION THEORY
The study of L p-multipliers for p>1 requires additional tools and turns
out to be much harder then the L1-case, since we can no longer work with
one single l0 # n* satisfying (B), but have to consider a whole neighbor-
hood of such points, all of which have to contribute to the Plancherel
measure.
We shall henceforth assume that G=exp g is exponential, and shall
freely make use of the results and notation introduced in Section 7.
Moreover, we make the following assumption:
There exists an open subset U/g* in general position (see Section 7.6.2),
such that
m(l)=g and l|m(l)=l| g {0 for every l # U. (B*)
The existence of such a set U is clearly guaranteed by the hypotheses of
Theorem 2 (more generally, it has been shown in [6, Proposition 4], that
the set of all m(l), l # g*, is always finite, so that the condition l| m(l){
0 is generic, once it holds for one l; see also Lemma 7.9).
Following the notation of Section 7, we choose a linear subspace a of g
such that g=an, and identify g* with a*_n* in the obvious way, so
that in particular a*$n=. We also choose coordinates (t, n) # a_N for G
by identifying (t, n) with (exp t) n, so that G can written as G=a_N, as
a manifold. As explained in Section 7, since (B*) holds true, there exist a
linear subspace V of n* and a Zariski-open subset W of V, such that
U :=a*_W/g* is Ad*(G)-invariant, lies in general position and such
that (B*) holds for every l=({, v) # U. Moreover, the orbit space
UAd*(G) is Hausdorff (Proposition 7.9), so that in particular each orbit
in U is closed. Denote by ?l=?{, v the irreducible unitary representation on
L2(|) associated to l=({, v) via the Kirillov-mapping (cf. Section 7.4). As
explained in Section 7.4, we may even choose { complex, i.e. { # a*C :=
a*+ia*$n=C , and still get a (e.g. non-unitary) representation of G. More-
over, by choosing a suitable basis of | subordinate to the decomposition
|=|1_ } } } _|d of | as in Section 7.5, which varies smoothly with v # W
and is independent of { (see Section 7.6), we may even assume that all
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representations are realized on one fixed space L2(R&), where & denotes the
dimension of |, and vary smoothly in the sense of Section 7.5.
Our goal is to single out an eigenvalue *(l) and an eigenfunction .l #
L2(R&) to ?l(L), which depend continuously on l, at least in a neighbor-
hood of the form T_V of a given point l0=({0 , l0) in a*C_W. Here T
denotes an open neighborhood of {0 in a*C , where {0 # a*, and V an open
neighborhood of l0 in W.
In [8], this was done by means of a detailed analysis of the operators
?l(L), which revealed that these formed a holomorphic family of operators
with respect to l, in the sense of Kato. Such an analysis seems to be
hopeless in the more general setting considered here, since ?l(L) will then
be a differential operator with polynomial coefficients of quite general type.
We therefore take a different approach by examining the bounded
operators
Tl :=?l( p1) # B(L2(R&)), l # T_V,
where p1 denotes again the heat kernel for time t=1. That Tl is in fact
well-defined not only for l=({, v) # (T & a*)_V, but even for complex {,
is a consequence of the following
Lemma 5.1. For any a0, j # N, put
ha, j (t, n) :=|t| j ea |t|p1(t, n), (t, n) # a_N=G.
Then ha, j # L1(G). Moreover, there is a constant Ca>0, such that
&ha, j&1C j+1a 1 \ j2+1+ . (5.1)
Proof. Let :: G  GN=: A denote the quotient map, and write X4 j=
d:(Xj), X4 =[X4 1 , ..., X4 k]. If # # AX with #(0)=e, #(1)=(t, n) # G, then
#* =: b # # AX4 with #* (0)=0, #* (1)=t # a$A. Thus, if ** denotes the Carnot
Carathe odory distance associated to X4 , then ** (t)*(t, n). And, since the
X4 j span the Lie algebra of the abelian group A, we see that |t|C** (t),
hence
|t|C*(t, n) \(t, n) # G. (5.2)
In combination with Theorem 2.5. this shows that
ha, j ( y)c(C*( y)) j eaA*( y)&*( y)
2c
C$aC j*( y) j e&*( y)
2ca.
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By (2.10), (5.2) and Fubini’s theorem, we get
&ha, j&1 C$aC j |
G
*( y) j e&*( y)2ca dy
=C$aC j |

0
j (s) +(s) ds,
where +(s) :=| [ y # G : * ( y) < s ] | and j (s) :=&dds(s je&s
2 ca ) =
((2ca) s j+1& js j&1) e&s
2ca. And, since G has at most exponential volume
growth, by (2.9) there exists some }0, such that
+(s)Ce}s \s>0.
Thus
&ha, j&1 C$a C j |

0
(s j+1+ js j&1) e}s&s2ca ds
C"aC j |

0
(s j+1+ js j&1) e&s 2c$a ds
C$C ja \1 \ j2+1++ j1 \
j
2++C j+1a 1 \
j
2
+1+ . Q.E.D
Now, since for * # a*, z # a*C
?*+z, v( f )=?*, v( fz), (5.3)
where fz(t, n) :=eiz(t)f (t, n), Lemma 5.1 shows that ?{, v(ha, j) is well-defined
for every ({, v) # a*C _V and a0, j # N. Moreover, if |Im {|B, then
&?{, v( |t| j p1)&&h |Im {| , j&1
C j+1B 1 \ j2+1+ \j # N. (5.4)
Proposition 5.2. The mapping
T_V % l [ Tl=?l( p1) # B(L2(R&))
is continuous.
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Proof. By Theorem 7.10, the mapping
(T & a*)_V % l [ ?l( f ) # B(L2)
is continuous for every f # L1(G).
Now, assume w.r. that |Im {|B on T, and put
P{(t, n) :=ei{(t)p1(t, n),
so that
?{, v( p1)=?0, v(P{).
For l1=({1 , v1), l2=({2 , v2) # T_V, we have
Tl2&Tl1 =(?{1, v2( p1)&?{1, v1( p1))+(?{2, v2( p1)&?{1, v2( p1))
=(?0, v2(P{1)&?0, v1(P{1))+?0, v2(P{2&P{1).
Assume that l2  l1 . Since P{1 # L
1(G), the first term converges to 0 in
B(L2). And, since
(P{2&P{1)(t, n)=(e
i({2&{1)(t)&1) P{1(t, n)
= :

j=0
(i({2&{1)(t)) j
j !
P{1(t, n),
by (5.1) we get
&P{2&P{1&1  :

j=1
|{2&{1| j
j !
&hB, j&1
C :

j=1
(CB |{2&{1| ) j
j !
1 \ j2+1+=: |(CB |{2&{1| ).
Thus we have
&?0, v2(P{2&P{1)&&P{2&P{1&1|(CB |{2&{1| ).
Since the power series defining | has infinite radius of converges,
|(CB |{2&{1| )  0 as l2  l1 , which finishes the proof of the proposition.
Q.E.D
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Remark 5.3. An obvious argument similar to the one in the last part of
the proof shows also that, for any fixed v # V, the mapping
T % { [ T({, v) # B(L2(R&))
is holomorphic.
Proposition 5.2 allows us to apply continuous perturbation theory. Let
us briefly indicate the arguments (for generalizations, see [24, Chapter IV]).
Suppose T is a bounded operator on a Hilbert space H, and suppose
that *0 is an isolated eigenvalue in its spectrum. Choose r>0 such that the
pointed disc [‘ # C : 0<|‘&*0 |<r] belongs to the resolvent set *(T ).
Denote by R(‘, T )=(T&‘)&1 the resolvent of T. Then, if ‘ # *(T ), for
every S # B(H) with &T&S&1(&R(‘, T )&+1), one has ‘ # *(S), and
R(‘, S) is given by
R(‘, S)=R(‘, T ) :

j=0
((T&S) R(‘, T )) j.
Suppose 0<$<|‘&*0 |<r&$. Then &R(‘, T )&C$ , hence ‘ # *(S) when-
ever &T&S&1(C$+1). For such S, the spectrum of S is separated by
the annulus A$=[$<|‘&*0 |<r&$] into two parts. Denote by _$(S) the
part lying inside [ |‘&*0 |$], and by P[S] the corresponding projection
(see [24]), given by the Dunford integral
P[S]=&
1
2?i |# R(‘, S) d‘. (5.5)
Here, # denotes any simple closed and smooth curve in A$ entouring _$(S)
once. Put M$(S) :=P[S] H and M"(S) :=(1&P[S])H. Then H=
M$(S)M"(S). Moreover, S commutes with P[S], hence leaves the
closed subspaces M$(S) and M"(S) invariant, and thus decomposes into
S=S$S", with S$ # B(M$(S)), S" # B(M"(S)). Finally, _$(S)=_(S$), and
_(S") agrees with the part of the spectrum of S lying in [ |‘&*0 |r&$].
From (5.5), it follows also that P[S] depends continuously on S.
Suppose now in addition that the dimension m of the generalized
eigenspace M$(T ) of T corresponding to *0 is finite. Then, dim M$(S)=m
for every S sufficiently close to T, and _$(S) consists of a finite set of eigen-
values with total multiplicity m, lying inside [‘: |‘&*0 |$].
Let us apply this to our operators Tl .
Assume that T is bounded, and denote by C|, 0(T_V) the space of all
functions 4: T_V  C which are continuous in ({, v) # T_V and holo-
morphic with respect to {, for any fixed v # V. Also, let C|, 0(T_V, S)
be the space of all functions ({, v) [ .{, v from T_V to S(R&) which are
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continuous in ({, v) and holomorphic with respect to { as mappings into
the Fre chet-space S(R&).
Proposition 5.4. Suppose (B*) holds, and let =>0 and _ # a*"[0] be
given. Replacing l0 by a point in an =-neighborhood of it, if necessary, we
may choose T and V so small that the following are true:
There exist functions * # C|, 0(T_V) and . # C|, 0(T_V, S), such
that
(i) ?l(L) .l=*(l) .l \l # T_V;
(ii) .l {0 \l # T_V;
(iii) the mapping z [ *({+z_, v) is injective for every ({, v) #
(a* & T)_V, provided z # C is sufficiently small.
Proof. For l real, i.e. l # (T & a*) & V, ?l( p1)=Tl is self-adjoint, and
Tl=e&?l(L). In particular, &Tl&=+(l)=e&*(l), where *(l)>0 denotes
the smallest eigenvalue of ?l(L), hence +(l) the largest eigenvalue of the
compact operator Tl . Putting *=+(l0), T=Tl 0 , S=Tl and Pl=P[Tl],
M$l=M$(Tl) etc. in the preceding discussion, we see that m=dim M$l is
constant for l # T_V sufficiently close to l0. Denote by [+1(l), ..., +m(l)]
the eigenvalues of T $l , among which several may coincide. For l real,
|l&l0|=, these can be ordered +1(l)+2(l) } } } +m(l)=+(l), and
the generalized eigenspace corresponding to each is in fact an eigenspace.
Denote by n(l) the multiplicity of +(l). Choose l1 real with |l1&l0|<= so,
that n(l1) is minimal among these l’s.
Replacing l0 by l1, we then see that +(l) has constant multiplicity for
l # (T & a*)_V, provided T_V is chosen small enough, i.e. +1(l)
= } } } =+m(l)=+(l), and M$l is an eigenspace for Tl corresponding to the
eigenvalue +(l).
Now, as l # T_V becomes complex, a possible splitting of eigenvalues
of Tl is prevented by Rellichs theorem, since, for v # V fixed, { [ T({, v)
is a holomorphic family of type (A), by Remark 5.3. Moreover, { [ +({, v)
is holomorphic, and, from (5.5), it is also evident that { [ P({, v) is
holomorphic.
Since (T({, v)&+({, v)) P({, v) is holomorphic in { and vanishes for { real,
we see that it vanishes for every ({, v) # T_V, i.e. M$l=Pl(L2) is an
eigenspace for every l # T_V, provided T is connected, which we assume
henceforth.
Choose .l 0 # M$l0 "[0], and put .l :=Pl(.l0). Then .l depends
continuously on l and holomorphically on {. By shrinking T_V again,
if necessary, we may assume .l {0 for every l # T_V, which is (ii).
As for (i), for l real, we have e&?l(L).l=Tl.l=+(l) .l=e&*(l).l ,
hence ?l(L) .l=*(l) .l , since ?l(L) has real spectrum. For l=({, v)
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complex, we define *(l) :=&log +(l), where log denotes the principal
branch of the logarithm. Then * # C|, 0(T_V), provided T_V is
sufficiently small.
Let us show that . # C|, 0(T_V, S). We have already seen that l [
.l # L2 is continuous in l and holomorphic in {. Moreover, by Lemma 4.2,
.l # S for every l # T_V. In fact, it follows from Proposition 7.1 that
l [ .l # S is continuous and holomorphic in {. We can now complete the
proof of (i):
For l=({, v) and v # V fixed, both sides of (i) are holomorphic in { # T
and agree on T & a*. Consequently, (i) holds true for every l # T_V.
Finally, again by Lemma 4.4, C % z [ *({+z_, v) cannot be constant, for
any ({, v) # (a* & T)_V. Perturbing {0 slightly, if necessary, we may then
assume that (z) *({0+z_, v0){0. Thus, by again shrinking T_V, if
necessary, we achieve (iii). Q.E.D
6. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, we may choose a neighborhood
T_V in general position of a given point l0=({0 , l), where T is a
complex neighborhood of {0 in a*C and V a neighborhood of l0 in the
Section V through the orbits introduced in Section 5, in such a way that
the functions l [ *(l) and l [ .l of Proposition 5.4 exist on T_V.
Moreover, we may assume that (B*) holds for any real l in T_V.
Proposition 6.1. Assume there exists an l # g* whose orbit Ad*(G) l
has maximal dimension among all coadjoint orbits, and such that g(l)+
[g, g]=g. Then G is unimodular.
Proof. Since the dimension of Ad*(G) l is maximal, the dimension of
g(l) is minimal, and so g(l) is abelian [15, 1.11.7 Proposition]. Choose a
polarization p for l, and let T # g(l). Since ad T leaves p as well as g(l) (by
commutativity) invariant, ad T factors through gp and pg(l), and for the
traces of the corresponding maps, we have
tr ad(T )=tr adgp(T )+tr adpg(l)(T )+tr adg (l)(T ). (6.1)
But, clearly tr adg(l)(T )=0. Moreover, gp and pg(l) are in duality via the
bilinear form Bl , given by Bl(X, Y ) :=l([X, Y]), as one verifies easily.
And, an easy computation shows that
Bl(ad(T ) X, Y )=&Bl(X, ad(T ) Y ),
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so that tr adgp(T )=&tr adpg(l)(T ). By (6.1), we thus see that tr ad(T )=0
for every T # g(l). The same is obviously true also for every T # [g, g], so
that tr ad(T )=0 for every T # g. But then 2(exp T )=e&tr ad(T )=1 for
every T # g, hence 2=1. Q.E.D
In view of this proposition, there remains only to prove that L is of
holomorphic L p-type for 1<p<, p{2. So, choose such an exponent p,
and let m # Mp(L) & C(R).
As in the proof of Theorem 4.5, choose  # S(R&) such that (, .l0) {
0, and assume w.r. that (, .l) {0 for every l # T_V. Also, for
f # C0(G), put again
8f (l) :=(?l( f ) , .l), l # T_V.
According to Corollary 7.5, fix some _ # K14 , _{0, and put T_ :=
[{+is_ : { # a* & T, |s|<=], where = is chosen so small that T_/T. Let
us introduce of basis T1 , ..., Tq of a, and denote by _1 , ..., _q the dual basis
of a*, in such a way that _1=_. Identifying a and a* with Rq via these
bases, we may then assume w.r. that, as a manifold, G is given by all pairs
(t, n) # Rq_N, and that
T_=[({1 , {$) # T1 _T$],
where T1 is an open neighborhood of ({0)1 in C, and T$ an open neighbor-
hood of {$0=(({0)2 , ..., ({0)q) in Rq&1.
Moreover, by Corollary 7.5, there exists a Schwartz-norm & }&S on
S(R&), such that
|(?l(t, n) !, ’) |e&|t1|&!&S &’&S (6.2)
for every l # (T & a*)_V, (t, n) # Rq_N and !, ’ # S(R&) (notice that
& }&S can be chosen independently of l, since the representations ?l vary
smoothly in l).
Let p$= p( p&1) be conjugate exponent of p. For any r # [0, ],
denote by H r=H r(T__V) the space of all (classes) of Lebesgue
measurable functions (modulo functions vanishing almost everywhere)
from T__V to C which, for almost every ({$, v) # T$_V, agree with a
holomorphic function of {1 , and which lie in Lr(T__V). H r will be
endowed with the norm & f &Hr :=& f &Lr(T__V) . We then have the following
‘‘holomorphic HausdorffYoung’’ inequality:
Lemma 6.2. If 1p<2, and if T__V is a sufficiently small neigh-
borhood of l0=({0 , l0) in (C_Rq&1)_W, then for each f # L p(G), the
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function 8f , initially only defined for f # C0(G), is well-defined and lies in
H p$(T__V), with
&8f &H p$C & f &L p(G) .
Proof. We assume that T1 is of the form T1=J1+iJ2 , where J1 and J2
are intervals, and write {1 # T1 as {1=*1+i_1 . We also put f_1(t, n) :=
e&_1 t1f (t, n). Then, by (7.21), ?({1, {$), v( f )=?(*1, {$), v( f_1), if ({1 , {$) # T
_,
v # V. Also, for k # Z, we denote by Ak the space of all measurable func-
tions f =f (t, n) on G such that t1 # [k, k+1] on the support of f. Assume
that J2=[&B, B], B>0. Then, for f # L1 & Ak , by (6.2), we have
&8f &LC1 e(B&1) |k| & f &1 . (6.3)
And, for f # L2 & Ak , by Plancherel’s theorem (Proposition 7.6), we get
&8f &2L2 =|
J2 _|V |J1_T$ |(?(*1, {$), v( f_1) , .(*1+i _1, {$), v) | d(*1 , {$) dv& d_1
C |
J2 _|a* |W tr[?{, v( f_1) ?{, v( f_1)*] Q(v) dv d{& d_,
C |
J2
& f_1&
2
2 d_2C |
J2
e |_1| |k| & f &22 d_1 ,
hence
&8f&L2C2 eB |k| & f &L2 .
Interpolating this with (6.3) by the complex method, we obtain
&8f &L p$Cpe[B&2(1p&12)] |k| & f &Lp(G) , 1p2.
provided f # Ak & L p.
Now, given p # [1, 2[, we choose B=B( p) so small, that B&2(1p&12)
<0. Summation over all k # Z then leads to
&8f&L p$Cp & f &L p(G) , 1p<2,
for every f # L p(G).
But, if f # C0(G), then 8f is continuous and holomorphic in {1 . There-
fore, approximating a general function in L p(G) by functions in C0(G) and
using the bound above, we find that in fact 8f # H p$(T__V) for arbitrary
f # L p(G). Q.E.D
Now assume first that 1<p<2, let m # Mp(L) & C(R), and choose
T__V according to Lemma 6.2. Fix F # C 0 (G) such that 8F (l
0){0. We
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may then even assume that 8F (l){0 for every l # T__V. Let us first
show that
8m(L) F (l)=m(*(l)) 8F (l) (6.4)
for a.e. real l # (T_ & a*)_V=: 4.
In fact, by Proposition 2.1, since m(L) # C*(G), we have
?l(m(L) F )=?l(m(L)) ?l(F )=m(?l(L)) ?l(F ), l # 4. (6.5)
Next, by Plancherel’s theorem (7.23), the mapping f [ f , f ({, v) :=
?{, v( f ), extends uniquely to an isometry from L2(G) onto the space of all
(equivalence classes of) measurable functions g from a*_W into the space
HS(L2(R&)) of HilbertSchmidt operators on L2(R&), endowed with the
norm &g& :=[(1c) a* W &g({, v)&
2
HS Q(v) dv d{]
12. Thus, by choosing a
sequence [.n]n in D(G) converging to m(L)F in L p(G) as well as in L2(G),
we see that
8m(L) F (l)=( (m(L) F@ )(l) , .l) for a.e. l # 4. (6.6)
Next, since m(L) # C*(G), we may choose a sequence [’n]n in D(G) such
that &m(L)&’n &C*(G)  0. Then &m(L) F&’n V F&L2(G)  0, where ’n V F
# D(G). Applying Plancherel’s theorem we see that, by passing to a sub-
sequence, if necessary, we may assume that
&m(L) F@ (l)&?l(’n V F )&HS  0 for a.e. l # 4.
On the other hand, for the operator norm we have &?l(m(L) F )&
?l(’n V F )&=&?l(m(L)&’n) ?l(F )&&?l(m(L)&’n)&C*(G) &?l(F )&  0 as
n  , so that together we get m(L) F@(l)=?l(m(L) F ) for a.e. l # 4. In
combination with (6.5) and (6.6), this proves (6.4).
Now, let us write l=({1 , {$, v) # T__V. Then, according to Lemma
6.2, we can find some ({~ , v~ ) # 4, such that the mappings z [ 8F ({~ +z_, v~ )
and z [ 8m(L) F ({~ +z_, v~ ) are well-defined and holomorphic for z # C
sufficiently small, say |z|<=. Write lz :=({~ +z_, v~ ). For x # R, |x|<=, (6.4)
implies that
8m(L) F (lx)=m(*(lx)) 8F (lx),
since both sides of (6.4) are analytic. Thus, the continuous function z [
m(*(lz)) has a holomorphic extension from [x # R: |x|<=] to the complex
disc [z # C : |z|<=], given by z [ 8m(L)(lz)8F (lz). From now on we can
proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4.5 to see that m is of holomorphic
L p-type.
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There remains the case 2<p<. But, if m # Mp(L) & C(R), then
m # Mp$(L) & C(R), since m (L) is just the adjoint operator to m(L). By
the preceding discussion, we find an open connected set 0 in C with
0 & R{<, such that m extends holomorphically from 0 & R to 0. We
may assume that 0 is invariant under complex conjugation. But then, if M
denotes the holomorphic extension of m to 0, a holomorphic extension of
m to 0 is given by z [ M(z ). This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.
7. APPENDIX: REPRESENTATION THEORY OF EXPONENTIAL
SOLVABLE LIE GROUPS AND DETAILS OF PROOFS
In this paragraph, we outline the facts from representation theory which
are needed in the preceding paragraphs. As general references, we recom-
mend [5, 11, 14, 25, 36, 38].
7.1. Unipotent Actions
Suppose that N=exp n is a simply connected nilpotent Lie group that
acts unipotently on a real vector space V. Let V=V0 #V1 # } } } #V&=
[0] be a composition sequence of V; i.e. the subspaces Vj of V are
N-invariant and the N-modules Vj Vj+1 are irreducible for j=0, ..., &&1.
Since N acts unipotently, we know by Engel’s theorem that dim Vj Vj+1=
1 for all j. Choosing vectors vj # Vj&1"Vj , we obtain a JordanHo lder-basis
B=[v1 , ..., v&] of V. In particular,
n } vj # vj+Vj for every j.
Let us denote the derived action of the Lie algebra n of N by X } v, i.e. for
any X # n,
X } v :=
d
dt } t=0 (exp tX) } v.
We define the index set I(v) of v # V (relative to the basis B) by
I(v) :=[ j # [1, ..., &]: there exists an Xj # g such that Xj } v # vj+Vj].
If p=*I(v), we write I(v) as an ordered p-tuple
I(v)=[ j1< j2< } } } < jp].
The theorem of ChevalleyRosenlicht (see [11, 3.1.4]) states that the
N-orbit N } v of v in V is given by
N } v=[(exp t1Xj1) } } } (exp tpXjp) } v: t1 , ..., tp # R]. (7.1)
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Moreover, there exist polynomials Q1 , ..., Q& in the variables t1 , ..., tp such
that
(exp t1X j1) } } } (exp tp Xjp) v= :
&
j=1
Qj (t1 , ..., tp) vj , (7.2)
where, for suitable polynomials Q k ,
Qjk(t1 , ..., tp)=tk+Q k(t1 , ..., tk&1), k=1, ..., p. (7.3)
In particular, this implies
Lemma 7.1. The orbit 0v=N } v is a closed subset of V, diffeomorphic
to R p.
Let now G=exp g be an exponential solvable Lie group, and let l be
an element of g*. Let n be a nilpotent ideal of g containing [g, g], and
denote by g(l) :=[X # g : ad*(X ) l=0]=[X # g : l([X, Y])=0 \Y # g]
the stabilizer of l in g. In what follows, we shall assume that
g=g(l)+n. (7.4)
Let G(l) :=exp g(l), N :=exp n. Then G(l) is the stabilizer of l in G
(under the coadjoint action), and G=G(l) } N=N } G(l), so that
G } l=N } l.
The coadjoint action of N on g* is unipotent, since n is a nilpotent ideal
in g. Furthermore, for every u # n= :=[l # g* : l| n =0] and X, Y # g, we
have
[ad*(X) u](Y)=u([X, Y])=0, since [g, g]/n,
hence
ad*(X ) u=0, Ad*(g) u=u for all u # n=, X # g, g # G. (7.5)
Let g*=g0* #g1* # } } } #gk*=n=#g*k+1 # } } } #g&*=[0] be a composi-
tion sequence of g* for Ad*(N) passing through n=, and let L=[l1 , ..., l&]
be a corresponding JordanHo lder-basis. Denote by I(l)=[ j1< } } } < jp]
the index set of l. Then
I(l)/[1, ..., k]. (7.6)
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In fact, suppose that ad*(X ) l # gj* for some jk. Then ad*(X ) l # n=,
hence l([X, n])=0. Since g=g(l)+n, this implies l([X, g])=0, hence
ad(X ) l=0.
By the theorem of ChevalleyRosenlicht and (7.5), we see that for u # n=
G } (l+u)=N } l+u={u+ :
&
j=1
Qj (t1 , ..., tp) lj : t1 , ..., tp # R= . (7.7)
Put 0n :=0+n=, where 0=G } l. We shall also write t :=(t1 , ..., tp) # R p,
and Q(t) :=&j=1 Qj (t1 , ..., tp) lj .
Lemma 7.2. Suppose that g=g(l)+n. Then 0n is a closed, G-invariant
subset of g*, and the orbit space 0nAd*(G) is homeomorphic to n=, hence
in particular a Hausdorff-space.
Proof. Let e1 , ..., e& denote the dual basis to l1 , ..., l& . Then e j1 , ..., ejp # n.
We show that the continuous surjective mapping
8: R p_n=  0n, (t, u) [ Q(t)+u,
is a homeomorphism. In fact, if v=Q(t)+u # 0n, then v(ejm)=Q(t)(ejm)=
Qjm(t)=tm+Q m(t1 , ..., tm&1), for m=1, ..., p.
Denote by # the diffeomorphism of R p, given by #(t)=(Qj1(t), ..., Qjp(t)).
Then t=#&1(v(ej1), ..., v(e jp))=: *(v), and the inverse mapping of 8 is
evidently given by
8&1(v)=(*(v), v&Q(*(v))).
Thus 0n is G-invariant and homeomorphic to R p_n=, and the orbit space
is homeomorphic to n=. Finally, if [v j] j is a sequence in 0n converging to
v # g*, then t j=*(v j) converges towards some t # R p, hence v j&Q(t j)
towards some u # n=, hence v=Q(t)+u # 0n. Q.E.D
7.2. The Dual Space of An Exponential Lie Group
Let again G=exp g denote an exponential solvable Lie group and n a
nilpotent ideal of g containing [g, g]. Consider a composition sequence
g=g0 #g1 # } } } #gr=[0]
for the adjoint action of g, so that gj gj+1 is an irreducible ad(g)-module.
Since g is solvable, by Lie’s theorem we have dim gj gj+12. We may and
shall assume that gq=n for some q. Choose a refinement
g=a0 #a1 # } } } #am=[0]
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of the composition sequence, which means that dim(aj aj+1)=1, and that
either aj=gi for some i, or, if aj is not an ideal of g, then aj&1=gi and
aj+1=gi+1 for some i. We call such a sequence [aj] j a JordanHo lder
sequence for g. Each aj is a subalgebra of g.
Let now l be an element of g*. Denote by aj (l) the subalgebra aj (l) :=
[X # aj : l([X, aj])=[0]], i.e. aj (l) is the stabilizer of l|aj in aj .
Put
p(l) := :
m&1
j=0
a j (l).
Then p(l) is a so-called Vergne-polarization for l. In particular, it is a
polarization, i.e. a subalgebra p of g of maximal dimension 12 (dim g+
dim g(l)) such that l([p, p])=[0]. Let P(l) :=exp p(l)/G. We can
define the unitary character
/l( p) :=eil(log p), p # P(l),
of the closed subgroup P(l), and denote by
?l=?l, P(l) :=indGP(l) /l
the unitary representation of G induced by the character /l of P(l). Let us
briefly recall the notion of induced representation [5]:
If P is any closed subgroup of G, with left-invariant Haar measure dp
and modular function 2P , denote for F # C0(G) by F4 the function on G
given by
F4 (x) :=|
P
F(xp)
2G
2P
( p) dp, x # G,
where 2G denotes the modular function of G. We shall also write 2G, P
instead of 2G2P . Then F4 lies in the space
E(G, P) :=[ f # C(G, C) : f has compact support modulo P,
and f (xp)=(2G, P( p))&1 f (x) \x # G, p # P].
In fact, one can show that E(G, P)=[F4 : F # C0(G)]. Moreover, one
checks that F4 =0 implies G F(x) dx=0. From here it follows that there
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exists a unique positive linear functional, denoted by GP dx* , on the space
E(G, P), which is left-invariant under G, such that
|
G
F(x) dx=|
GP
F4 (x) dx* =|
GP
| f (xp) 2GP( p) dp dx* (7.8)
for every F # C0(G).
Now, given l and the polarizing subgroup P=P(l), put
E(G, P, l) :=[ f # C(G, C) : f has compact support modulo P,
and f (xp)=/ l( p)(2G, P( p))12 f (x) \x # G, p # P],
endowed with the norm
& f &2 :=\|GP | f (x)|2 dx* +
12
.
Observe that | f |2 # E(G, P). Let Hl=Hl, P(l) denote the completion of
E(G, P, l) with respect to this norm. Then Hl becomes a Hilbert space, on
which G acts by left-translations isometrically, and ?l is defined on Hl by
[?l(g) f ](x) :=f (g&1x) for all f # Hl , g, x, # G.
It has been shown by BernatPukanszky and Vergne that the unitary
representation ?l is irreducible, and that ?l is equivalent to ?l$ , if and only
if l and l$ lie on the same coadjoint orbit, i.e. if and only if Ad*(G) l=
Ad*(G) l$ (see [25, Theorem 8]). Moreover, every irreducible unitary
representation of G is equivalent to some ?l . This shows that one has a
bijection
K: g*Ad*(G)  G , Ad*(G) l [ [?l],
called the Kirillov-map. Here, [?l] denotes the equivalence class of ?l , and
G the (unitary) dual of G, i.e. the set of all equivalence classes of unitary
irreducible representations of G.
It is possible to realize the representations ?l more concretely on
‘‘ordinary’’ L2-spaces.
To this end, for a given l # g*, a JordanHo lder sequence [aj] j=0, ..., m
and the corresponding Vergne-polarization p(l), define the index set
J :=[ j # [0, ..., m&1] : aj+p(l)e3 aj+1+p(l)].
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Put d :=*J, and write J as an ordered d-tuple
J=[ j1< } } } < jd].
For every i=1, ..., d, choose an element Zi # aji "(aji+1+p(l)). One obtains
then what we call a Malcev-basis B :=[Z1 , ..., Zd] of g relative to p(l).
Then clearly span Bp(l)=g, and one proves that the mapping
8B : Rd_P(l)  G, ((t1 , ..., td), p) [ (exp t1 Z1)) } } } (exp tdZd) p
is a diffeomorphism onto G. In particular, the mapping
EB : Rd  G, t [ 8B(t, e),
provides a section for GP(l), i.e.
Rd % t [ EB (t) } P(l) # GP(l)
is a diffeomorphism. Moreover, one has
|
GP(l)
f (x) dx* =|
R d
f b EB (t) dt \f # E(G, P(l)) (7.9)
(see [25, Theorem 2]). Define the linear operator
Sl : E(G, P(l), l)  C0(Rd), f [ f b EB .
Then Sl is bijective, with inverse mapping
(S &1l .)(8B (t, p))=.(t) / l( p)(2G, P( p))
&12.
By (7.9), Sl extends therefore to an isometric operator from Hl onto
L 2(Rd), also denoted by Sl , and ?~ l(g) :=Sl b ?l(g) b S &1l gives a realiza-
tion of ?l on L 2(Rd).
Concretely, if we write
8&1B (x)=(t(x), p(x)), x # G,
then, for every g # G, s # Rd and f # L 2(Rd),
[?~ l(g) f ](s)= f (t(g&1EB (s)))(/ l(2G, P)&12)( p(g&1EB (s))). (7.10)
It is known that C(?~ l) consists of C-functions.
If G=N is nilpotent, then ?~ l(u(n)) is in fact even the full Weyl algebra
Wd of all polynomial coefficient differential operators on Rd, so that in
particular C(?~ l) coincides with the Schwartz-space S(Rd) (see [11]).
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7.3. The Topology of G
Suppose again that G is exponential, and denote by C*(G) the C*-algebra
of G, which is, by definition, the closure of L 1(G) with respect to the
C*-norm
& f &C* :=sup
? # G
&?( f )&, f # L 1(G).
Since G is amenable, & f &C* is in fact equal to &*( f )&, where * denotes the
left-regular representation (see [36]).
If ? # G , ? extends uniquely to an irreducible unitary representation of
C*(G), also denoted by ?, and we let I? be the kernel of ? in C*(G). This
two-sided ideal is by definition a so-called primitive ideal, and we denote by
Prim(G) :=[I? : ? # G ] the set of all primitive ideals of C*(G). We endow
Prim(G) with the Jacobson topology. Thus a subset C of Prim(G) is closed if
and only if C is the hull h(I) of an ideal, i.e. C=h(I ) :=[J # Prim(G) : J#I].
For any subset A of Prim(G), we denote by ker A :=J # A J the kernel
of A, which is an ideal in C*(G).
In any C*-algebra, a closed two-sided ideal I is always the kernel of its
hull, i.e.
I= ,
J # Prim C*(G), J#I
J; (7.11)
see e.g. [14, 2.9.7].
Now, since exponential Lie groups are so-called type I groups, the
mapping
@: G % [?] [ I? # Prim(G)
is a bijection (see [25, Section 6]). In particular, @ b K: g*Ad*(G) 
Prim(G) is bijective.
Even more is true: If we endow g*Ad*(G) with the quotient topology
induced by the topology of g*, then
@ b K is a homeomorphism
(see [25, Section 3, Theorem 1]). We introduce on G a topology by pulling
back the topology of Prim(G) via @. Then we easily get the following
well-known.
Theorem 7.3. Suppose G is an exponential solvable Lie group, and let
l # g*. If the orbit Ad*(G) l is closed, then ?l(C*(G)) is the algebra of all
compact operators on Hl . In particular, ?l( f ) is compact for every
f # L 1(G).
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Proof. The orbit 0l=Ad*(G) l is a closed subset of g* if and only if
the one-point set [0l] is closed in g*Ad*(G). If so, then the primitive
ideal I?l=@ b K(0l) forms a closed one-point set in Prim C*(G). But then
it follows from (7.11) and the definition of the Jacobson topology that I?l
is a maximal ideal.
Consider the ideal Fl :=[a # C*(G)=?l(a) has finite rank]. Fl is an
ideal which strictly contains I?l (see [25, Section 1, Theorem 11]). Thus the
closure F l of Fl in C*(G) must be equal to C*(G), and consequently,
?l(C*(G))=?l(Fl) is the algebra of all compact operators on Hl . Q.E.D
7.4. Representaions on Mixed L p-Spaces
We turn back to the situation described in Section 7.2, and assume again
that g=g0 #g1 # } } } #gq=n# } } } #gr=[0] is a composition sequence
passing through n. Let us assume that n=[g, g], and choose a refinement
g0 #g1 # } } } #gq&1 #gq=[g, g]#aq+1 # } } } #am =[0]
of this composition sequence (notice that necessarily aj=gj for jq).
Let l # g*, and let p(l)=p be the associated Vergne polarization for l.
Then obviously p0 :=p & n is a Vergne-polarization for l0 :=l|n .
We assume now again that (7.4) holds, i.e. that g=g(l)+n. Then clearly
p=g(l)+p0 (7.12)
For every jq, we choose a subspace vj in gj of dimension 2, such
that gj+p0=(g j+1+p0)vj . Define the index set J here as follows:
J :=[ j # [q, ..., r&1]: vj {[0]],
and write it again as an ordered d=*J-tuple
J=[ j1< } } } < jd].
Write |i :=vji /n, i=1, ..., d, and put | :=|1_ } } } _|d . Then, in
analogy with the mappings 8B and EB from Section 7.2, the mapping
8: |_P  G, ((w1 , ..., wd), p) [ (exp w1) } } } (exp wd) p
is a diffeomorphism, and
E: |  G, (w1 , ..., wd) [ 8(w1 , ..., wd , e)
provides a section for GP&NP0 , where P0 :=expN p0 . I.e. | % w [
E(w) P and | % w [ E(w) P0 are diffeomorphisms from | onto GP and
from | onto NP0 , respectively.
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With the aid of E, we can realize the representations ?l=indGP /l and
?l0=ind
N
P0 /l0 on L
2(|) in a similar way as in Section 7.2.
Let us first choose a linear subspace a of g such that
g=an. (7.13)
Then the mapping a_N % (T, n) [ (exp T ) n is a diffeomorphism from
a_N onto G, and for every w=(w1 , ..., wd) # |, we have
((exp T ) n)&1 E(w)=n&1 \‘
d
i=1
exp(e&ad Twi)+ exp(&T ).
Now, for any X # g,
ad(X ) wi=4i (X)(wi) mod ggi+1 , i=1, ..., d, (7.14)
where 4i (X): |i  |i is a linear mapping whose spectrum is of the form
:(1\i;), :, ; # R. Moreover, 4i (X) depends linearly on X, and 4i (Y)=0
for every Y # n. It then follows that
((exp T ) n)&1 E(w)=E(|(w, T, n)) p(w, T, n)&1,
where |: |_a_N  |, p: |_a_N  P are analytic mappings which
depend polynomially on w and n, and where |=(|1 , ..., |d), with
|i (w, T, n)=e&4i (T )(wi)+|~ i (w1 , ..., w i&1 , T, n). (7.15)
Moreover, p(w, T, n)=exp T mod N, i.e.
p(w, T, n)=(exp T ) n(w, T, n), (7.16)
with n(w, T, n) # N.
Thus, if we realize ?l as a representation ?~ l on L 2(|) by means of 8
similarly as in Section 7.2, we get (compare (7.10))
[?~ l((exp T ) n) f ](w)
= f (|(w, T, n)) /l( p(w, T, n)) 212G, P( p(w, T, n)), f # L
2(|).
Obviously, ?l0 is an irreducible representation of N, and
?~ l |N=?~ l0 . (7.17)
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Let us identify g* with a*_n*, by means of (7.13), so that in particular
a*$n=, and write correspondingly l=({, l0), with { # a*$n= and
l0=l|n . Then, from (7.16) it follows that
/l( p(w, T, n))=ei{(T )/(0, l0)( p(w, T, n)). (7.18)
Moreover, by (7.16), we may write p(w, T, n)=exp(T+Y ), for some Y # n.
Thus
2G, P( p(w, T, n))=
[det(ead g(T+Y ))]&1
[det(ead p(T+Y ))]&1
=e&tr(ad g(T+Y ))+tr(ad p(T+Y ))
=e&tr(ad gp(T+Y ))=e&
d
i=1 tr 4i (T+Y )
=e&
d
i=1 tr 4i (T ).
Defining *i # g* by *i (T ) :=tr 4i (T ), and $=$g, p :=di=1 *i , we find that
2G, P( p(w, T, n))= ‘
d
i=1
(det e&4i (T ))=e&$(T ). (7.19)
In combination with (7.18), if we write shortly ?{, l0 instead of ?~ l , we find
that
[?{, l0((exp T ) n) f ](w)
=e(i{&$2)(T )/(0, l0)( p(w, T, n)) f (|(w, T, n)), (7.20)
for every T # a, n # N, ({, l0) # a*_n* and f # L 2(|). In particular,
?{, l0=/{ ?0, l0 , (7.21)
where, for any { # n=$a*, /{ denotes the character /{(g) :=ei{(log g) on G.
Notice that in (7.20) respectively (7.22), we can even choose { complex, i.e.
{ # a*C =a*+ia*$n=C , and still get a (in general non-unitary) representation.
Let us adapt our notation even more closely to that introduced for
AN-groups, by choosing coordinates (t, n) for G so, that (t, n) # a_N
corresponds to (exp t) n # G (notice that elements of a are henceforth often
denoted by lower case letters t, s etc.). In this way, we identify G with a_N
as a manifold.
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For a ‘‘multi-exponent’’ p

=( p1 , ..., pd) # ] 1, [d, let us now define the
mixed L p -space L p (|)=L p1(|1 , L p2(|2 , ...)) as the space of all Lebesgue
measurable functions f: |  C such that
& f &p

:=\||1 } } } \||d&1 \||d | f (w1 , ..., wd)| pd dwd+
pd&1pd
_dwd&1+
pd&2pd&1
} } } dw1 +
1p1
is finite. Define a representation ?pl on L
p
 (|) by
?p{, l0(t, n) f :=exp \& :
d
j=1
#j (p

) *j (t)+ ?{, l0(t, n) f, f # L p (|), (7.22)
where #j (p

) :=1pj& 12 .
One checks easily that ?p{, l0(t, n) acts isometrically on L
p
 (|), for every
({, l0) # a*_n* and (t, n) # G, and that ?p{, l0 is a topologically irreducible
representation on L p (|), since C0(|) is dense in L p (|). Notice also that
?p{, l0(t, n) .=?{+i_(p

), l0(t, n) ., . # S(|), (t, n) # G, (7.23)
where _(p

) :=dj=1 # j (p

) * j . For 0=<12, denote by K= the zonoid
K= :={ :
d
j=1
sj* j : sj # [&=, =]= ,
which is compact, symmetric and convex.
Lemma 7.4. Assume that l=({0 , l0) # g*=a*_n* satisfies Boidol ’s
condition (B), and that in addition g(l)+[g, g]=g. Then, for every 0<=
<12, the set K= is non-trivial, i.e. K=e [0], and there exists a Schwartz-
norm & }&(=) on S(|) such that for every { # a*C satisfying Im { # K= , one has
|(?{, l0(g) !, ’) |&!&(=) &’& (=) \g # G, !, ’ # S(|).
Proof. As has been proven in [6, Proposition 3], condition (B) implies
that there exists some j0 such that *j0 {0. Then 0{=* j0 # K= .
Moreover, clearly K= [_(p

): p

# I=], where I= :=[p

: 1(12+=)pj
1(12&=) for every j]. Put &!&(=) :=supp

# I= &!&p

. Then & }&(=) is a con-
tinuous norm on S(|). Now, given any { with _=Im { # K= , and any
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(t, n) # G, choose p

# I= such that _=_(p

). Writing {=*+i_, we then get
by (7.23)
|(?{, l0(t, n) !, ’) |=|(?
p
*, l0
(t, n) !, ’) |
&!&p

&’&p

$&!&(=) &’&(=) ,
where p

$=( p$1 , ..., p$d) lies in I= too. Q.E.D
Corollary 7.5. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 7.4, if _ # K= , then we
have for every { # a*
|(?{, l0(t, n) !, ’) |e
&|_(t)| &!&(=) &’&(=) \(t, n) # a_N, !, ’ # S(|).
Proof. Apply the lemma to ?{\i_ , and observe that ?{, l0(t, n)=
e\_(t)?{\i_(t, n). Q.E.D
7.5. Smoothly Varying Representations
In his section, we shall show that for ‘‘generic’’ l # g*, the mapping
l [ ?l will vary smoothly in l, if the ?l are all properly realized on some
fixed L 2-space. Under the assumption g(l)+[g, g]=g, it will essentially
suffice to do this for representations of exp[g, g].
7.5.1. The case of nilpotent Lie groups. Assume first that N=exp n is a
nilpotent Lie group. Fix a JordanHo lder-basis Z=[Z1 , ..., Zm] of n, so
that [n, Zj]=0 modulo the span of Zj+1 , ..., Zm . Following [26], for each
v # n*, we construct a sequence of subalgebras
pd(v)(v)/ } } } /p1(v)/p0(v)=n,
where pi (v)=pZi (v) is an ideal of codimension 1 in pi&1(v), but not
necessarily an ideal in n, and distinct indices ji (v)= jZi (v), k i (v)=k
Z
i (v)
such that
j1(v)> } } } > jd(v)(v), k1(v), ..., kd(v)(v)
lie in [1, ..., m] and
ki (v)< ji (v), i=1, ..., d(v),
as follows:
Denote by a(v) the largest ideal in n contained in the stabilizer n(v) of
v in n. If a(v)=n then d(v) :=0, and the index sets above are empty.
Otherwise, we choose j1= j1(v) so, that Zj1  a(v) and Zj # a(v) for every
j> j1 , and put
k1=k1(v) :=max[k # [1, ..., m]: v([Zj1 , Zk]){0].
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Set p1(v) :=[X # n : v([Zj1 , X])=0]. Then p1(v) is an ideal in g of
codimension 1. Moreover, we obtain a JordanHo lder-basis
Z11(v), ..., Z
1
k1&1(v), Z
1
k1+1(v), ..., Z
1
m(v) of p1(v),
by putting
Z1i (v) :=Zi&
v([Zj1 , Zi])
v([Zj1 , Zk1])
Zk1 , i{k1 .
Applying the same procedure to p1(v) instead of n and v|p1(v) , making use
of the JordanHo lder-basis above of p1(v), we obtain j2(v), k2(v), p2(v) and
a JordanHo lder-basis Z2j (v), j # [1, ..., m]"[k1(v), k2(v)], of p2(v). Iterat-
ing this process, we achieve the desired construction of the ji (v), ki (v),
pi (v) and the JordanHo lder-basis Z ij (v) of p i(v).
Then, by [26], pd(v)(v) is Vergne’s polarization for v corresponding to
the JordanHo lder-basis Z
Denote by
J(v)=JZ(v) :=[ j1(v), ..., jd(v)(v), k1(v), ..., kd(v)(v)]
the set of indices constructed above. We next define an index set J=JZ,
which will serve to define generic elements of n*:
Let
j1 :=max[ j: Zj  center(n)]
k1 :=max[k: [Zj1 , Zk]{0],
and put
n0* :=n*, n1* :=[v # n0*: j1(v)= j1 and k1(v)=k1].
Then, for i2, define recursively
ji :=max[ j: Z i&1j (v)  center(pi&1(v)) for every v # n*i&1],
ki :=max[k: [Z i&1ji (v), Z
i&1
k (v)]{0 for every v # n*i&1],
ni* :=[v # n*i&1 : ji (v)= ji and k i (v)=ki],
where Z i&1j (v), j # [1, ..., n]"[k1(v), ..., ki&1(v)], is the JordanHo lder-basis
of pi&1(v) given by the construction above. This process stops if i=d,
where 2d is the maximal dimension of a coadjoint orbit. We set
JZ :=[ j1 , ..., jd , k1 , ..., kd],
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and define a set ngen* , Z of generic points in n* by
ngen* , Z :=nd*=[v # n* : JZ(v)=J Z].
Then ngen* , Z is Zariski-open and Ad*(N)-invariant (see [27]). And, if we
denote by n*max :=[v # n* : dim Ad*(N) v=d] the set of elements of n*
whose orbits have maximal dimension, then
ngen* , Z /n*max .
Moreover, by [27], there exist rational mappings
Xi , Yi : ngen* , Z  n, i=1, ..., d,
such that the following hold true for every v # ngen* , Z :
(i) If p(v) denotes the Vergne polarization for v associated to the
basis Z, then p(v)=pd (v), and
p(v)= :
d
i=1
RYi (v)+n(v);
(ii) pZi&1(v)=p
Z
d (v)+
d
j=i RXj (v), i=1, ..., d, so that in particular
[X1 (v), ..., Xd (v)] forms a Malcev-basis of n relative to p(v);
(iii) for every i, j # [1, ..., d],
v([Xi (v), X j (v)])=v([Yi (v), Yi (v)])=0,
v([Xi (v), Y j (v)])=$i, j ;
(iv) [Xi (v), Yi (v)] # center(pi&1(v)),
[Yi (v), pi (v)]/(center(pi&1(v))) & ker (v).
Proposition 1.2.3 in [27] even yields the following stronger statement,
which we shall need later:
Define the structure constants (akij) i, j, k=1, ..., m of n relative to the basis Z
by
[Zi , Zj]= :
m
k=1
akijZk , i, j=1, ..., m. (7.24)
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Let us also identify n and n* with Rm via the basis Z of n and the dual
basis Z*=[Z1* , ..., Z*m] of n*, i.e. we write
X= :
m
k=1
xk Zk , v= :
m
k=1
vk Zk*.
We also put vZ :=(v1 , ..., vm)=(v(Z1), ..., v(Zm)) # Rm, and a :=(akij) # (R
m)3.
Proposition 7.6. After the above identification of n and n* with Rm, the
mappings Xi and Yi can be regarded as mappings from Rm to Rm, which
depend on vZ # Rm as well as on the structure tensor a, i.e. Xi=Xi (a, vZ),
Yi=Yi (a, vZ). Moreover, if A/(Rm)3 is any algebraic subset (i.e. a subset
of the form [P=0, Q{0], where P and Q are real polynomials on (Rm)3),
such that for every a # A, formula (7.24) defines the structure of a nilpotent
Lie algebra for which Z1 , ..., Zm is a JordanHo lder-basis, and for which the
index set JZ=J Za (which in general depends on a) is the same for every
a # A, then Xi and Yi are rational functions of (a, vZ) # (Rm)3_Rm.
For v # ngen* , Z , denote again by ?v the induced representation ?v :=
indNP(v) /v , where P(v) :=exp p(v) and /v( p) :=e
iv(log p), p # P(v). As in
Section 7.2, 7.4, we realize ?v on L2(Rd) via the diffeomorphism
8v : Rd_P(v)  N, ((x1 , ..., xd), p) [ (exp x1 X1(v)) } } } (exp xdXd (v))
and the corresponding section
Ev : Rd  N, x [ 8(x, e)
for NP(v). Then ?v takes the following form:
[?v(n) f ](x)=eiQ(v, n, x)f (R(v, n, x)), f # L2(Rd), (7.25)
where Q and R are polynomials in n # N and x # Rd, with coefficients which
are rational functions of v (and in fact also of the structure constants (akij)),
which have no singularities in nV, Zgen .
In particular, we see that
[?v(exp t1X1(v)) f ](x)=f (x1&t1 , x2 , ..., xd),
(7.26)
[?v(exp y1Y1(v)) f ](x)=ei( y1x1+ y1v(Y1(v)))f (x).
In fact, we have
exp(& y1 Y1(v)) exp x1 X1(v) } } } exp xdXd (v)
=exp(e&y1 ad Y1(v)x1 X1(v)) } } }
exp(e&y1 ad Y1(v)xdXd (v)) exp(& y1 Y1(v)),
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where, by (iv),
e&y1 ad Y1(v)xk Xk(v)=xkXk(v)+ y1 xk[Xk(v), Yk1(v)].
Moreover, [Xk(v), Y1(v)] is central, and, by (iii), v([Xk(v), Y1(v)])=$k, 1 ,
so that (7.26) follows. For the derived representation, acting on S(Rd), we
get
d?v(X1(v))=&x1 , d?v(Y1(v))=ix1+iv(Y1(v)), (7.27)
where ix1+iv(Y1(v)) stands for the corresponding multiplication operator.
As a generalization, we prove the following.
Theorem 7.7. For every partial differential operator D on Rd with
polynomial coefficients, there exists a rational mapping
A: ngen* , Z  u(n), v [ A(v)= :
|I |nD
aI (v) ZI
from ngen* , Z into the universal enveloping algebra of n, such that
?v(A(v))=D for every v # ngen* , Z .
Here, for I=(i1 , ..., im) # Nm, we have put ZI :=Z i11 } } } Z
im
m , and ‘‘rational ’’
means that the coefficients aI (v) are rational functions of v without singularities
in ngen* , Z .
Proof. The proof will proceed by induction on dim(np(v))=d. However,
in this induction process, we shall have to pass to subalgebras of n and certain
bases of those, which will result in changes of structure constants. In order
to control those, we shall carry out the proof not only for one single Lie
algebra, but for so-called variable Lie algebras (see [25]):
Let B be an algebraic subset (compare Proposition 7.6) of a finite
dimensional real vector space W. A mapping on B is called polynomial, if
it is the restriction of a polynomial mapping on W to B.
A pair (n, B) is called a polynomially variable nilpotent Lie algebra
( p.v.n.), if n is a real, finite dimensional vector space and B an algebraic
subset of a real, finite dimensional vector space W, such that the following
hold true:
For every b # B, a Lie bracket [ , ]b on n is given such that (n, [ , ]b)
forms a nilpotent Lie algebra. Moreover, there exists a fixed basis Z=
[Z1 , ..., Zm] of n, so that the structure constants (akij(b)), given by [Zi , Zj]
=mk=1 a
k
ijZk , are polynomials in b, satisfying a
k
ij=0 for i< j and k j (so
that Z is a JordanHo lder-basis for (n, [ , ]b)).
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Now, assume that (n, B) is a p.v.n. Then, for every b # B and v # n*, we
can construct the indices ji (v)= ji (v, b), ki (v)=ki (v, b) as well as j1= j1(b)
and k1=k1(b) corresponding to (n, [ , ]b) as before. We then put
j1 :=max[ j1(b): b # B],
k1 :=max[k1(b): b # B],
and put B1 :=[(v, b) # n*_B : j1(v, b)= j1 and k1(v, b)=k1]. Then
B1=[(v, b): v([Zj1 , Zk1]b){0],
hence B1 is Zariski-open in n*_B. Next, for (v, b) # B1 , we put p1(v, b) :=
[X # n : v([Zj1 , X]b)=0], and
Z1i (v, b) :=Zi&
v([Zj1 , Zi]b)
v([Zj&1 , Zk&1]b)
Zk1 , i{k1 .
Then Z1i (v, b), i{k1 , form a JordanHo lder-basis of (p1(v, b), [ , ]b).
If we now identify p1(v, b) with p1 :=Rq, where q=dim p1(v, b), by
means of the basis Z1i (v, b), i{k1 , we obtain a new p.v.n. (p1 , B
1) with
structure constants a1, kij given by
[Z1i (v, b), Z
1
j (v, b)]b=:
k
a1, kij (v, b) Z
1
k(v, b). (7.28)
Applying the same procedure now to (p1 , B1) instead of (n, B), and iterat-
ing this process, which stops after a finite number d of steps, we construct
indices ji (v, b) and ki (v, b) as well as ji (b), ki (b) for i=1, ..., d, and finally
stop at some p.v.n. (pd , Bd), where Bd/n*_B is Zariski-open. Moreover,
we find rational mappings Xi (v, b) and Yi (v, b), i=1, ..., d, with the proper-
ties (i)(iv) listed above.
Write also
Bgen :=B
d/n*_N,
and denote for every (v, b) # Bgen by ?v, b the corresponding representation
of the nilpotent Lie group Nb :=exp n (endowed with the product corre-
sponding to [ , ]b), given by (7.25).
We shall prove the following extension of Theorem 7.7:
Claim. For every polynomial coefficient differential operator D on Rd,
there exists a rational mapping
(v, b) [ A(v, b)= :
|T | nD
aI (v, b) ZI
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from Bgen into b # B u(n, [ , ]b), such that A(v, b) # u(n, [ , ]b) and
?v, b(A(v, b))=D for every (v, b) # Bgen .
In fact, if we apply this result to the ‘‘constant’’ p.v.n. (n, B), where B is
a one-point set, and observe that then Bgen=ngen* , Z , the theorem follows.
In order to prove the claim, we proceed by induction on d.
If d=1, then H?v, b=L
2(R), and the claim follows readily from (7.27),
since X1(v, b)=Zk1 and Y1(v, b)=(1v([Zk1 , Zj1]b)) Zj1 .
To prove it for an arbitrary p.v.n. (n, B), consider the p.v.n. (p1 , B1)
constructed above. By the induction hypothesis, we may assume that the
claim holds true for (p1 , B1).
Put P1(v, b)=exp p1(v, b), and write x # Rd as (x1 , x$), with x$ :=
(x2 , ..., xd) # Rd&1. Moreover, let v$ :=v| p1(v, b) , and denote by ?$v$, b the
representation of P1(v, b) associated to v$. If we put
f (x1)(x$) :=f (x1 , x$),
then f (x1) # H?$v$, b for a.e. x1 , and one finds that for p # P1(v, b),
[?v, b( p) f ](x1 , x$)=[?$v$, b(expb(&x1 Zk1) } b p } b expb(x1Zk1)) f (x1)](x$),
where expb and ‘‘ } b ’’ denote the exponential mapping and product corre-
sponding to the Lie structure [ } , } ]b , respectively. For X # p1(v, b), this
implies
[d?v, b(X) f ](x1 , x$)=[d?$v$, b(Adb(expb(&x1 Zk1))(X)) f (x1)](x$),
hence
[d?v, b(eadb(x1Zk1)X ) f ](x1 , x$)=[d?$v$, b(X ) f (x1)](x$). (7.29)
Now, choose any D in the Weyl algebra Wd on Rd. By (7.27), we may
assume that D is independent of x1 , i.e. that D # Wd&1 is a polynomial
coefficient differential operator in x$. Then, by the induction hypothesis,
there exists a rational mapping
(v, b) [ A$(v, b)= :
|I | n$D
a$I (v, (v, b)) Z1(v, b)I
= :
|I | nD
bI (v, b) Z(v, b)I # u(p1(v, b)),
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such that ?$v$, b(A$(v, b))=D for every (v, b) # Bgen , where the bI are rational
functions in (v, b) without singularities in Bgen .
Then put
A(v, b) := :
m
r=1
1
r ! \
&iZj1&v(Zj1)
v([Zk1 , Zj1]b) +
r
[adb(Zk1)]
r A$(v, b).
A is rational in (v, b) and has no singularity in Bgen . Moreover, by (7.29)
and (7.27),
[?v, b(A(v, b)) f ](x1 , x$)
=_ :
m
r=1
xr1
r !
?v, b([adb(Zk1)]
r A$(v, b)) f& (x1 , x$)
=[?v, b(eadb (x1Zk1)A$(v, b)) f ](x1 , x$)
=[?$v$, b(A$(v, b)) f (x1)](x$)
=[Df (x1)](x$)=Df (x1 , x$). Q.E.D
7.5.2. Representations in general position. Let us now assume that G=
exp g is an exponential solvable Lie group, and let n :=[g, g]. Fix a
JordanHo lder-Basis Z=[Z1 , ..., Zm] of n.
We say that an element l # g* is in general position (with respect to the
given JordanHo lder-basis), if
(i) the coadjoint orbit 0l=Ad*(G) l has maximal dimension
among all orbits, and
(ii) l|n lies in the subset ngen* , Z defined in the preceding section.
We then also say the associated orbit 0l and representation ?l # G are
in general position. If a subset A/g* consists entirely of elements in
general position, we say that A is in general position.
If l # g* is in general position, then in particular Ad*(N)(l | n) has
maximal dimension among all coadjoint orbits of N.
Lemma 7.8. Suppose l0 # g* is in general position, satisfies Boidol ’s
condition l0| m(l0) {0 and m(l0)=g. Then there exists a Zariski-open
Ad*(G)-invariant neighborhood U of l0 in general position, such that l|m(l)
{0 and m(l)=g for every l # U.
Proof. Since g(l0)+n=g, we have for the coadjoint action that G } l0
=N } l0 and dim N } l0=dim N } (l0|n ). Denote by g*Max the set of all l # g*
such that dim G } l is maximal among all G-orbits and dim N } l is maximal
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among all N-orbits in g*. Clearly every l in general position belongs to
g*Max . Then, for l # g*Max , we have
dim G } ldim N } ldim N } (l|n ),
hence, by comparison with l0, dim G } l=dim N } l, so that dim gg(l)=
dim nn(l), where n(l)=[X # n : l([X, g])=[0]]=g(l) & n. Thus dim g
g(l)=dim(g(l)+n)g(l), hence g=g(l)+n for every l # g*Max . Moreover,
since this implies m(l)=g, Boidol’s condition for these l’s is just that
l|g  {0, which defines a Zariski-open subset of g*Max . Then the intersection
of this subset with the set of elements in general position defines a set U
with the desired properties. Q.E.D
Proposition 7.9. Assume that g(l0)+n=g for some l0 in general posi-
tion. Denote by G gen the set of all (equivalence classes) of irreducible unitary
representations in general position, represented by all ?l with l # g* in
general position. Then G gen is homeomorphic to n=_W, where W is a
Zariski-open subset of some linear subspace V of n*.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 7.8 shows that g(l)+n=g for every
l # g*gen , where g*gen denotes the set of elements in general position. In
particular, G } l=N } l # g*gen for every l # g*gen , so that g*gen is G-invariant.
Since g*gen is also Zariski-open, and since the Krillov-map is a homeo-
morphism [25], it suffices to prove that g*gen Ad*(G) is homeomorphic
to n=_W.
But, g*gen+n==g*gen , and ngen* , Z=[l | n: l # g*gen]. Let Z*=[Z1*, ..., Z*m]
denote the dual basis to Z=[Z1 , ..., Zm] of n*, and let I=[i1<i2< } } } <
i2d] be the joint Pukanszky index set associated to all v # ngen* , Z (see [38]);
it agrees with the index set JZ from Section 7.1. Let V denote the linear
subspace of n* given by
V :=[v # n* : v(Z*ij )=0, j=1, ..., 2d],
and denote by W the Zariski-open subset
W :=V & ngen* , Z .
By Pukanszky’s parametrization of coadjoint orbits in n* ([38]), there
exist functions P1 , ..., Pm : W_R2d  R, such that
(i) each Pi=Pi (v, t) is a polynomial in t=(t1 , ..., t2d) # R2d, with
rational coefficient in v # W without singularities in W;
(ii) N } v=[mi=1 Pi (v, t) Z i*: t # R
2d] for every v # ngen* , Z ;
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(iii) Pij (v, t1 , ..., t2d)=tj , j=1, ..., 2d
(iv) the mapping P: W_R2d  ngen* , Z, (v, t) [ mi=1 Pi (v, t) Z i*, is a
diffeomorphism.
Now, let [T1 , ..., Tq] # g be chosen such that T1 , ..., Tq , Z1 , ..., Zm forms
a Malcev-basis relative to n, with dual basis T 1*, ..., T q*, Z 1*, ..., Z*m . In
particular,
g= :
q
j=1
RTj n.
For v # n*, denote by lv # g* the extension of v given by lv | n =v, lv(T j)=0,
j=1, ..., q.
Then, for every v # n*, u # n=,
G } (lv+u)=G } lv+u=N } lv+u
={ :
q
j=1
Qj (v, t) T j*+ :
m
i=1
Pi (v, t) Z i*+u : t # R2d= ,
where Qj (v, t) is again polynomial in t and rational in v.
Write F(v, t) :=qj=1 Qj (v, t) T j*+
m
i=1 Pi (v, t) Z i* , and consider the
mapping
8: n=_W_R2d  g*gen , (u, v, t) [ F(v, t)+u.
Clearly 8 is bijective, with inverse mapping given by
8&1(l)=(l&lv , P&1(l|n )),
where v=v(l) is the v-component of P&1(l|n ), hence 8 is in fact a
diffeomorphism.
In particular, we find that g*gen Ad*(G) is homeomorphic to n=_W.
Q.E.D
As in the preceding section, let us choose a subspace a of g such that
an=g, and identify a* with n= and a*_n* with g*, and write l=({, v)
and ?l=?{, v , correspondingly.
Theorem 7.10. Denote by g*gen the set of all elements l # g* in general
position, and by G gen the corresponding subset of G . Suppose further that
g(l)+n=g for one, hence for all, elements of g*gen , and parametrize G gen by
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a*_W$n=_W as in Proposition 7.9. Then there exists some Zariski-open
subset W of W, such that, for every : # C*(G), the mapping
a*_W % l [ ?l(:) # B(L2(Rd))
is continuous in the operator norm.
Proof. Since C0(G) is dense in C*(G), and since &?(:)&&:&C*(G) for
every ? # G and : # C*(G), it suffices to prove that l [ ?l(:) is continuous
for every : # C0(G).
And, if : # C0(G), then it will suffice to prove that
W % v [ ?0, v(:) # B(L2(Rd)) (7.30)
is continuous. In fact, since by (7.17), ?{, v(t, n)=/{(t) ?0, v(t, n), where
/{(t) :=ei{(t), we have
&?{, v(:)&?{$, v$(:)&&?0, v(/{$ :)&?0, v$(/{$:)&+&?0, v(/{:&/{$ :)&
&?0, v(/{$:)&?0, v$(/{$:)&+&(/{&:{$) :&L1 .
Since &(/{&/{$) :&L1  0 as {  {$, together with (7.30) this shows that
&?{, v(:)&?{$, v$(:)&  0 as ({, v)  ({$, v$).
In order to prove (7.30), we first observe that the topology on G gen is
Hausdorff, by Proposition 7.9, and consequently the mapping
G gen % ?  &?(;)&
is continuous for every ; # C*(G) (see [14]). Let v0 # W be fixed. Put
A0 :=?0, v0(:), and assume that there exists some # # C*(G) such that
?0, v(#)=.(v) A0 \v # W, (7.31)
where . # C0(W) is such that .#1 in some neighborhood V 0 of v0. Then
the mapping in (7.30) is continuous at v0. In fact, we have
&?0, v(:)&?0, v0(:)&=&?0, v(:)&.(l) A0&
=&?0, v(:)&?0, v(#)&=&?0, v(:&#)&
for every v # V 0. Since ?0, v0(:&#)=0, it follows that
&?0, v(:)&?0, v(#)&=&?0, v(:&#)&  0 as v  v0.
We have thus reduced the proof to the construction of some # # C*(G)
satisfying (7.31).
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To this end, let us first notice that (7.17) and (7.21) imply that
?{, v( f )=|
a
|
N
f (t, n) ei{(t)?0, v(t, e) ?v(n) dn dt,
if we again identify G with a_N as a manifold, as in Section 7.4. Thus, if
we put
ft(n) :=f (t, n), for (t, n) # a_N,
then
?{, v( f )=|
a
e i{(t)?0, v(t, e) ?v( ft) dt. (7.32)
If !, ’ # L2(Rd), let us denote by P!, ’ the rank one operator
P!, ’() :=(, !) ’,  # L2(Rd).
For a given ! # S(Rd), put !(t, v) :=?0, v(t, e)* !. Since ! is a C -vector
for ?0, v , the same is true of !(v, t) , hence !(t, v) # S(Rd).
Assume we can find an open neighborhood 0_V of (0, v0) in a_W,
such that the mapping
0_V % (t, v) [ !(t, v) # S(Rd) (7.33)
is continuous and smooth in v, and that the same is true for all derivatives
with respect to v. Choose . # C 0 (V).
Then, for every t # 0, the kernel
kt(v, x, y) :=.(v) !(x) !(t, v)( y), (v, x, y) # W_Rd_Rd,
lies in D(W, S(Rd_Rd)) and varies continuously in t. Then it follows
from [27, Proposition 2.23 and Commentary (iii)], that for each t # 0,
there exists a function ft= ft, ! # S(N) such that
?v( ft)=.(v) P!, !(t, v) \v # W.
Moreover, t [ ft # S(N) is continuous on 0. Choose / # C0(0) such that
a / dt=1, an put
#!(t, n) :=/(t) ft, !(n).
Then #! # L1(G), and, by (7.32),
?0, v(#!)=.(v) P!, ! \v # W.
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Denote by F the subspace of B(L2(Rd)) spanned by all one-dimensional
operators P!, ! , ! # S(Rd), and by K the space of all compact operators
on L2(Rd). Then F lies dense in K, and, by taking linear combinations of
the #! , we see that, given any T # F, there is some #T # C*(G) such that
?0, v(#T)=.(v) T \v # W. (7.34)
Now, let C denote the image of [0]_supp ./g* under the Kirillov-
map. Then C is closed in G =C*(G)@ . Denote by I the closed ideal
I=IC=ker C :=[; # C*(G) : ?(;)=0 \? # C].
Then, by the definition of the topology on G , C=[? # G : ?(I )=0], and
the dual of C*(G)I can naturally by identified with C (see [14]). Thus, for
every ;+I # C*(G)I, we have
&;+I&C*(G)I=sup
? # C
&?(;)&.
In particular, assuming that |.|1, we obtain for the #T in (7.34)
&#T+I&C*(G)I= sup
v # W
&?0, v(#T)&=&T&. (7.35)
Suppose S # K. Let [Sj] j be a sequence in F converging to S in the
operator norm. By (7.35), the #Sj+I form a Cauchy sequence in C*(G)I,
hence converge towards some ;S+I # C*(G)I. Thus, modifying the ;Sj by
elements of I, if necessary, we may assume that ;Sj  ;S in C*(G). But then
?0, v(#S)=.(v)S \v # W.
Since A0 # K, we find that # :=#A0 satisfies (7.31), and the proof of
Theorem 7.10 is complete, except for the verification of (7.33).
But, since g=g(v)+n for every v # W, where g(v) :=[X # g:
v([X, g])=0], we may find a Zariski open subset W of W and rational
mappings T1 , ..., Tk : W  g without singularities on W , such that, for
every v # W ,
Tj (v) # g(v) \j=1, ..., k,
and
:
k
j=1
RTj (v)n=g,
where k :=dim n=.
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If we complement T1(v), ..., Tk(v) with the basis of the polarization
p(v)/n for v # n* constructed in Sect. 7.5.1, we obtain a basis for the
polarization g(v)+p(v)/g for (0, v)=g*, which varies rationally in v, as
well as a basis X1(v), ..., Xd (v) for a complementary subspace to this
polarization.
If we realize the induced representation ?0, v by means of the section
Ev(x1 , ..., xd) :=(exp x1X1(v)) } } } (exp xdXd (v)), we find that
[?0,v(t, n)!](x)=e$(v, t)2eiQ(v, t, n,x)!(R(v, t, n, x)),
where $, Q and R are analytic in t, polynomial in n and x, and rational in
v, without singularities in W (compare also (7.20), (7.25)). Thus, if v0 # W ,
then (7.33) follows. Q.E.D.
Finally, as a corollary to Theorem 7.7, let us prove
Proposition 7.11. Assume again that g(l)+n=g for every
l # g*gen=a*_W, and let L be a sub-Laplacian on G. Let U/a*_W be
open, and assume that, for every l # U, .l is an eigenvector in L2(Rd ) for
?l(L), with eigenvalue *(l), and that the mappings l [ .l # L2(R) and
l [ *(l) are continuous on U. Then .l # S(Rd) for every l # U, and the
mapping l [ .l is continuous from U into S(Rd).
Proof. Denote again by Wd the Weyl algebra on Rd. Given any D # Wd,
according to Theorem 7.7, there exists a rational mapping
A: n*, Zgen w u(n), A(v)= :
|I |nD
aI (v)Z I,
such that ?v(A(v))=D for every v # n*, Zgen . But, since ?({, v)|N=?v , this
implies also that ?l(A(l |n))=D for every l # U. Let K/U be compact.
Then, together with Proposition 1.2, we find that for every l # K,
&D.l&2=&?l(A(l | n)).l&2
 :
|I |nD
|aI (l | n)| &?l(ZI).l&2
CK, D(&?l(L)N.l&2+&.l&2)
=CK, D( |*(l)| N+1)&.l&2
C$K, D&.l&2 . (7.36)
Thus .l # S. Moreover, if [lj] j is any sequence in U converging to l 0 in U,
then .lj  .l0 in L
2(Rd), and, by (7.36), the sequence [.lj] j is bounded
in S. Thus, there exists a subsequence [.ljk]k converging in S to some
’ # S. But then ’=.l0 , hence .ljk  .l0 in S as k  .
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Since this applies to every sequence lj  l
0, we see that the mapping
l  .l # S is continuous at l 0. Q.E.D.
7.6. Plancherel’s theorem
Again we assume that n=[g, g], and that g(l 0)+n=g for some l 0
in general position. Then we have in fact g(l)+n=g for every l # g*gen .
As in the previous section, we identify g* with a*_n*, where a*$n=.
Moreover, G gen is again parametrized by U=a*_W, where W/n* is a
Zariski-open subset of some subspace V of n*, which parametrizes the
Ad*(N)-orbits in n*, Zgen .
Now, by [38], [11], there exists a function Q on V, which is the
absolute value of a polynomial function, such that the Plancherel measure
on N is identified with the measure Q(v) dv on W, where dv denotes the
Lebesgue measure on V. Q does not vanish on W. I.e., if ?v denotes again
the irreducible unitary representation of N associated to v # W, then
&.&2L2(N)=|
W
tr[?v(.) ?v(.)*] Q(v) dv (7.37)
for every . # D(N).
Proposition 7.12. There exists a constant }>0, such that, for every
f # D(G),
}& f &2L2(G)=|
a*
|
W
tr[?{, v( f ) ?{, v( f )*] Q(v) dv d{. (7.38)
Proof. For t # a, put ft(n) := f (t, n), n # N. Then, by (7.32),
?{,v( f )=|
a
ei{(t) ?0, v(t, e) ?v( ft) dt.
This shows that the right-hand side of (7.38) is given by
|
W
|
a
|
a
|
a*
ei({(t)&{(s)) tr[?0, v(t, e) ?v( ft ) ?v( fs)*?0, v(s, e)*] d{ ds dt Q(v) dv,
where we have used Fubini’s theorem. By the Euclidian Fourier inversion
formula, the three inner integrals with respect to {, s and t reduce to
} |
a
tr[?0, v(t, e) ?v( ft ) ?v( ft)* ?0,v(t, e)*] dt=} |
a
tr[?v( ft) ?v( ft)*] dt.
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Hence, by (7.37), we see that the right-hand side of (7.38) equals
} |
a
|
W
tr[?v( ft) ?v( ft)*] Q(v) dv dt=} |
a
& f (t, } )&2L2(N) dt=}& f &
2
L2(G) .
Q.E.D.
8. APPENDIX: ON THE SPECTRA OF OPERATORS OF
HOLOMORPHIC Lp-TYPE
Proposition 8.1. Let (X, d+) be a measure space, and let D be a space
which is dense in Lp(X) for every p # [1, [. Suppose A is a linear operator
defined on D which maps D into itself and is essentially self-adjoint on
L2(X).
(i) If A is of holomorphic Lp-type, then
specL2 A/specLp A,
where by specLp A we denote the complement of the set \p(A) of all complex
numbers + such that A&+ has dense range and an Lp-bounded inverse
R+ :=(A&+)&1.
(ii) Suppose that 0 is a complex connected open neighborhood of some
non-isolated point in the L2-spectrum of A , such that every multiplier
m # Mp(A ) & C(R) extends holomorphically to 0. Then
0 /specLp(A).
Proof. It has been proved in [23, proof of Lemma 5.4] that
\p(A)=\p$(A), where p$ := p( p&1) is the exponent conjugate to p. Thus,
if + # \p(A), then R+ is bounded on Lp(X) as well as on Lp$(X), hence, by
the RieszThorin interpolation theorem, also on L2(X). This proves (i).
In order to prove (ii), let us choose + # 0"R. We shall show that the
assumption + # \p(A) leads to a contradiction.
In fact, under this assumption we know by (i) that also + # \2(A). Define
the multiplier m on R by m(*) :=(*&+)&1. Then m # C(R), and
m(A ).=R+. for every . # Lp & L2(X), so that m # Mp(A ). But then, by
our assumption in (ii), m would have to extend holomorphically to 0, in
particular into +, which is not possible, by the identity principle.
We have thus seen that 0"R/specLp(A). This implies (ii), since
0"R=0 , and since specLp is closed (see [45, ch. VIII.2]). Q.E.D.
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